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Goldman Sachs needs to be
punished accordingly (p. 4)
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Holi on the Plaza greets spring with Hindu flair

Rather than
receive an appropriate punishment for a
financial scandal in which
mortgage owners who bought
houses were
cheated out of their money when
the housing bubble crashed,
Goldman Sachs paid a lump sum
of cash to compensate.

BUSINESS 7
Thousands of Verizon
workers go on strike (p. 7)
After failing
to negotiate
a new labor
agreement,
36,000 Verizon
workers joined
a nation-wide
strike against
the telecommunications
provider. Reasons for the strike
include cutting the workers’ benefits and moving jobs overseas.

ARTS & STYLE 9
Belgian Director Van Hove
recreates The Crucible (p. 9)
The 2016 version of Arthur Miller’s
The Crucible opened
on April 7. The
rendition stars
a stellar cast of
praised actors
such as Saoirse
Ronan, who was nominated for
an Academy Award.

SCIENCE & TECH 11
Children of same-sex
couples not hindered (p. 12)
A new study
proved that
the children
of same-sex
couples show
no difference
in emotional
development or
future progress
compared to the children of different-sex couples. This conclusion is backed by similar findings
from other studies.
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After having powder thrown on him, a participant in Holi on the Plaza stands covered in multiple colors of Holi Gulal, which symbolizes the birth of new resolutions.
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The Hindu Student Association
hosted its second annual Holi on
the Plaza on April 21. Baruch students congregated in a confined,
rectangular space in the Plaza after
picking up a shirt from the multi-

purpose room to wear to the event.
The start of the event was indicated not by the slowly expanding
crowd sporting white Holi T-shirts,
but by the loud blasts of music
that punctuated the atmosphere.
WBMB, a co-sponsor of the event,
complemented the anticipatory
ambiance by providing a playlist

Lack of interest threatens to end Relay at Baruch
BY EDWIN MOREL
NEWS EDITOR

SPORTS 13
Bearcats seek revenge after
disappointing season (p. 13)
In preparation
for the NCAA
tournament
this May, Baruch’s women’s
tennis team
traveled to
Mount Saint
Mary College
and Farmingdale State College to
play their last two games before
heading into their first ever competition at the national level. The
Bearcats split the series.
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that ranged from contemporary
artists such as The Weeknd to tuneful Indian dance songs.
The event began at the beginning of club hours. While the students were still gathering into the
confined space, those who already
made their way to the designated
area started lining up in front of
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Ceremonies such as the luminaria event (above) may no longer be held at Baruch.

Because of dwindling fundraising efforts over the course of the
last couple of years, Baruch College is in jeopardy of losing its annual Relay for Life event. The approximately $40,000 raised for this
year’s event was about 23 percent
less than the sum that was collected last year and almost half of what
was raised in 2014, when the grand
total was $72,532. As a result, the
event, which has been hosted at
Baruch for 12 years, may be moved
to another CUNY campus.
“It has been slowly declining,
said Irvin Romo, president of Baruch’s chapter of Colleges Against
Cancer, which organizes Relay.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Baruch Bash returns in 2016, tickets completely sold out
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
As the semester moves into its final weeks, tickets for Baruch College’s annual end-of-year party, Baruch
Bash, have gone on sale.
Hosted by Undergraduate Student Government, Baruch Bash is an opportunity to celebrate the end of the
academic year. Students are able to dance, mingle and, if they are over 21 years of age, drink alcohol from an
open bar.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

the powder distributors. Members
of the HSA gave out cups that were
half-filled with green, pink, purple,
red and yellow powder.
Having received their powder,
the participants chose not to wait
even a minute longer.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Musical theater
returns to Baruch
stage with Rent
production
BY DAVID CARDONA
STAFF WRITER
During the Spring semester at
Baruch College, theater enthusiasts banded together, determined
to bring their love for the stage
to a campus lacking student-run
musical productions. This band of
students felt that including a musical in this season’s lineup would
encourage more musical productions in the future, and so, Rent
will be gracing the stage of the Baruch Performing Arts Center.
“The students are not only intelligent, hardworking, but very
talented here at Baruch, and
you’ve seen that through Baruch’s
Got Talent, Baruch in Concert,
The Thespian Club, Exit Stage
Left,” said Jacqueline Aquino,
who was one of the students who
spearheaded the effort to put on a
musical. “This year has been a renaissance. And it’s such a shame
that we’re a school in New York
City, and we didn’t have a musical in the spring.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Relay for Life may no longer be hosted at Baruch

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
JONATHAN SPERLING
Last week’s CUNY Big Apple
Job & Internship Fair was the
largest in the last 10 years. The
28th annual event took place on
April 22 and featured 115 recruiters situated at the Jacob Javits
Center. The fair also contained
resources for CUNY graduate
professional programs providing the opportunity for students
to investigate advanced degrees.
Professional fields represented
at the event include city, state
and federal agencies financial
services firms, healthcare systems, IT, nonprofit social service
agencies, and telecommunications firms and educational
organizations.
_______________________
A former New York chief
judge will deliver the 2016 commencement address at the
CUNY School of Law’s 31st commencement ceremony. Chief
Judge Jonathan Lippman, who
was known for his passion for
social justice, will also receive an
honorary degree from the school
for promoting lawyering as a
public service during his seven
years of presiding over the New
York Court of Appeals. In 2009,
under the guidance of Lippman,
CUNY Law and the New York
State Court system partnered to
create LaunchPad for Justice, a
program that allows dozens of
CUNY Law graduates to provide
legal counsel to underrepresented, low-income New Yorkers.
________________________
A chemical-powered vehicle
designed by City College of New
York engineering students won
first place in the American Institute of Chemical Engineers’
Chem-E-Car
competition.
CCNY was victorious against 27
other universities and colleges,
outperforming entries from
Princeton University and Johns
Hopkins University to qualify
them for the finals in November.
The team’s trip to San Francisco
will be the fourth consecutive
by a CCNY team to the AlChE
finals. The students’ past honors
include a second place finish in
2013 and the Spirit of Competition Award in 2015.
________________________
Two CUNY professors, including one from Baruch, were
among 33 recipients of the 2016
Andrew Carnegie Fellowship.
The two recipients are Deborah
L. Balk, a professor at Baruch
and an Associate Director of
the CUNY Institute for Demographic Research, which studies urbanization and climate
change, and Thomas G. Weiss, a
presidential professor of political science at the CUNY Graduate Center who focuses on international relations and global
governance. The candidates
were picked for the originality and potential impact of their
proposals.
________________________
A group of CUNY doctoral
students passed a resolution
last week calling for a boycott
of Israeli academic institutions.
The Doctoral Student Council’s
measure, published on April 15,
was supportive of Students for
Justice in Palestine, which proIsraeli outfits have accused of
fostering anti-Semitic activities
on CUNY campuses. “It’s not
an exercise of First Amendment
rights; it’s hate speech,” said
Sen. Jack Martins. “But rather
than condemning SJP’s actions,
DSC is endorsing them wholeheartedly.”

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
He added, “Four years ago, we
raised $84,000 and had close to
1,000 participants.” This year’s Relay attracted fewer than half the
number of participants as four
years ago, also raising half the
amount of money.
The absence of social Greeks at
Relay—due to a Baruch-imposed,
three-year moratorium on pledging—contributed to this year’s fundraising downturn.
Last year Baruch’s Alpha Kappa
Delta Phi raised $6,236, accounting for more than 10 percent of
the total dollar amount raised by
all teams.
To counter the lack of social
Greek support at Baruch, a CUNY-wide initiative to promote the
event on the college’s campus is
an option to increase participation. Hunter College has a thriving Greek life community, and
Baruch could benefit from incorporating those organizations in its
own event.
However, Hunter is looking to
begin hosting its own Relay, and
Relay organizers with the American Cancer Society are looking to
have a Relay for Life on each CUNY
campus. Incorporating organizations from outside Baruch has
proved to be more difficult.
“[The social Greek life] presence really brings together a lot of
people to fundraise, and they bring
all their friends. And they are such
a big part of Baruch,” commented
Romo.“[Fundraising] without them
is one of the reasons why this Relay
for Life was not as great as the previous ones.”
Aside from social Greek life,
there was also a shortage of participation from other Baruch clubs,
according to the Relay organizers
with CAC.
“It is not on us at all that we
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The supposed last Relay for Life event at Baruch was held on April 15 through April 16 in the main and auxiliary gymnasiums.
raised $40,000, and in the past, we
raised $80,000,” said Mitchell Garcia, vice president of the Baruch
chapter of CAC. “That’s on every
other club that did not come.”
The Relay organizers specifically made mention of the fundraising
efforts and support relay received
from USG. While they commended
USG members who attended Relay
for Life and helped out that night,
they stated that, in previous years,
USG has shown up in greater force.
“You have clubs like our own
Undergraduate Student Government who didn’t show up until like
12 a.m. That alone shows the lack
of support this fundraising initiative has from this school,” said
Garcia, who went on to say, “[USG]
didn’t really help us too much in
the background.”
Annie Sourbis, president of
USG, responded to that claim,
“USG has barely anything to do
with [Relay]. We operate like a club
does, and try to raise money for
the event.”

She added, “I think they are
looking for somebody … to blame,
and it’s harder to blame the Greeks
because they are the real victims
here. And they are suffering more
than Relay for Life, because that’s
a lot of people at Baruch who were
kicked off of campus.”
CAC asserted that USG’s fundraising efforts also diminished,
but according to CAC and Sourbis,
USG raised somewhere between
$1,200 and $1,500—money is still
being accounted for—which is on
par with what USG raised in the
last few years, according to Sourbis. CAC raised over $1,300 according to the American Cancer Society’s website.
One of the other indicators of
dwindling interest in Baruch’s Relay event is a lack of survivors willing to speak about their experiences with cancer.
“In the past we have had four
or five cancer patients speak, and
these are actual students,” said
Garcia. “With the lack of student

participation, a lot of students are
not coming forth … as they did before. It’s tricky to come up and say,
‘I have cancer. I had cancer.’ But in
the previous years, they did.”
With uncertainty surrounding
the location of the next Relay for
Life, CAC will likely make adjustments to their budget for the coming year in order to have funding
for more events leading up to Relay, which will hopefully bolster
fundraising efforts.
“The right thing to do is to go
back to the drawing board and
find a solution. They should give
[Baruch College] another year, and
American Cancer Society should
go back and ask, ‘What can we do
to get what has always been a successful event at Baruch and make it
successful again,’” said Sourbis.
Donations toward Baruch’s Relay for Life will continue to be accepted until at least the end of the
semester, and potential donors can
always donate directly to the American Cancer Society.

Students celebrate spring as Holi comes to Baruch
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Despite the constant stream
of students still coming out of the
multipurpose room and down to
the Plaza for the event, students
had already begun to “play.”
Pratima Mangar, vice president
of the HSA, explained that Hindus
use the word “play” to describe
Holi’s main activity. Hindus throw
color on each other to breed new
resolutions. She explained that,
“It does not have to be anyone you
know. That is the spirit of the holiday. We have something, even if we
do not know each other.”
Holi, the Hindu festival of colors, celebrates the coming of spring
and the formation or maintenance
of unity among its participants.
Partakers typically celebrate the
holiday by throwing vibrantly colored powder known as Holi Gulal
at one another.
Holi is an ancient Hindu festival
that was mentioned in documents
dating as far back as the fourth
century. It attempts to commemorate many Hindu legends and folktales that have been passed down
for centuries. The most popular
legend—and the one Holi is most
known and celebrated for—is the
story of Prahlad and Holika.
Prahlad was the son of a demon
king who considered himself higher in authority and power than any
other figure in the known universe.
Prahlad, however, worshipped
Vishnu, one of the Hindu gods who
was part of the triad, the group who
was collectively responsible for the
creation, upkeep and destruction
of the world. Vishnu preserved and
protected the natural state of the
universe.
Holi tradition calls for lighting
a bonfire to signify the careful escape of Prahlad and to reflect protective forces against any lingering
demons.
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Participants of Holi on the Plaza threw colored powder, called Holi Gulal, at one another to celebrate the coming of Spring.
While a bonfire was not part of
Holi on the Plaza, several games
were. Early the celebration, Nardine Salama, Undergraduate Student Government’s executive vice
president, took the microphone
and directed the participants to
separate into groups with the number of people she called out. The
reason behind this separation was
to break up previously-established
groups that consisted of family
members or friends, forcing students to interact with new faces.
Mangar mentioned that for this
reason, she felt that the holiday she
identified most with was Holi.
“Holi not only is the festival of
color; it also celebrates a new year,
in a sense. Americans celebrate
their New Year by forming resolutions. Hindus do that too, but the
resolutions differ somewhat. Our
resolutions are about growth with
people.”
Mangar entertained the notion

that the goal of hosting Holi is to
make the participant want to be a
better person, which is why Holi is
played with and open to everyone.
Complying with Mangar’s wishes for the event, the participants
in Holi on the Plaza varied greatly;
students, faculty members and
even random passersby and their
dogs seemed to enjoy the ceremony. Students of a multitude of ethnicities came together to partake.
During the first Holi on the
Plaza, it seemed like the entire
staff from the Office of Student Life
came out to guide the event. Mangar expressed her happiness at seeing that this year, only a couple of
representatives from Student Life
came out to support the cause.
“This year it feels like we really
have earned OSL’s trust,” she said.
Passersby also seemed moved
by the events on the Plaza. Many
casual dog walkers found themselves gravitating toward the site

of the event because their dogs
were intrigued by the fast-moving
particles that resembled dust in
the air. Some onlookers just waded
along the campus, sneaking casual
glances at the color hub.
The most continuous part of
the event was Salama shouting
into the microphone, attempting
to break up the clusters of students directly in the middle of the
space. The space was intentionally
stretched out a bit in order to allow
for greater movement among the
crowd, but the students kept close
together as a giant group.
Alba Rajanibala, secretary to
the HSA, commented that, “Holi is
one of the only religious events [at
Baruch] that is also social. Hinduism is a lifestyle and to be a part of
it, you do not have to be in on any
of the traditions. All you have to
do is have fun and appreciate how
centuries-old traditions are still
relevant and enjoyable.”
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Baruch Bash marks end of semester
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The tickets are heavily subsidized by USG, which means that
a larger number of students being
able to attend while allowing USG
to rent out the entire venue for
the night.
Baruch Bash will be held at
Marquee New York, a nightclub
on 10th Avenue in Chelsea. USG
went through a strenuous process
to find Marquee, touring upward
to 20 venues.
While price and various other
requirements from the Office of
Student Life played a major role
in the choice of venue, great care
was taken to make sure students
under the age of 21 have the ability
to attend.
Students under the age of 21
were barred from last year’s Baruch
Bash due to numerous factors.
“[The previous event coordinators] planned the event in a shorter
amount of time, and they didn’t really know what kind of budget they
were working with until later in
the year. So the venues that were
willing to take under-21 people as
a liability were extremely limited,”
explained Nardine Salama, executive vice president of USG.
She cited the Office of Student
Life’s requirements around the
event as another reason why students under the age of 21 were
not able to attend, with a rule
forcing alcohol to be separated
from the main event room paring
down the list of possible venues
even further.
Salama, an integral planner of
this year’s Baruch Bash, paid special attention to making sure those
under the age of 21 would have as
good an experience as those who
are of age.
“When I was picking through
the venues, I didn’t want the under-21 people to feel like they were

Rotaract club stresses
community service
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
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Tickets for those under-21 were the last to sell out after regular ticket sales began.
at a different party,” said Salama.
She elaborated that alcohol
will be available on Marquee’s balcony and in a separated room, encouraging those over the age of 21
to go and mingle with their under-21 peers once they have imbibed their drinks.
USG increased the quantities
of food that will be available at the
event and made sure to establish a
security presence at the venue in
order to help facilitate the night.
However, a lack of interest
among younger students may undermine Salama’s efforts. As of
press time, tickets for students under the age of 21 are the only ones
left available for purchase, leading
Salama to posit that next year’s
Baruch Bash may not be able include them.
“It’s kind of discouraging for
next year for whoever is going to do
Bash … they’re really going to have
to reconsider continuing having
under-21 people since the demand
really isn’t [as heavily apparent].”
Besides a Facebook page, Baruch Bash’s social media presence
also includes promotional videos,

the first of which garnered over
2,000 views in one day.
Viral Shah, USG chair of finance, spoke on his previous experiences attending Baruch Bash.
“It’s like a prom, but not exactly
like a prom. It’s that time of the year
where everyone just forgets everything—what has happened for
the past few days because it’s just
after finals, and [students] need a
calm environment where they can
forget everything and party with
their friends.”
He asserted that having people
under the age of 21 attend Bash
this year is a huge advantage over
last year’s event, with the increase
in crowd size only adding to the
excitement. “It’s going to be bigger
and better this year than it was last
year,” said Shah.
As of press time, the name of
the entertainment for the event
has not been released. USG has
booked the “only company on the
East Coast that does [this type of
entertainment],” Salama teased.
Baruch Bash is will take place
on May 26, from 8 p.m. to 12 a.m.
at Marquee New York.

At the core of the effort to bring
community service, professional
development and social service
to Baruch is Rotaract Club, a nonreligious, non-political and nonprofit organization.
Baruch’s chapter of Rotaract
Club is one of over 9,500 subsidiary chapters of Rotary International, an international humanitarian organization known for its
secularism. Rotaract clubs are
unique from their parent organization’s clubs in that their members are between the ages of 18
and 30 years old. Like other Rotaract chapters, Baruch’s Rotaract
chapter is sponsored by a Rotary
organization, in this case the Rotary Club of Metro New York City.
“If you go to school, your main
focus is to make a difference in
your community and this club
gives you the opportunity to make
that difference. It gives you the resources to really make an impact
in your community and in the
international world,” said Salvatore Toner, president of Baruch’s
Rotaract Club. “Secondly, it is a
professional development club so
we have a lot of networking events
where you can go to restaurants
and brunches and get to know
people from every industry.”
Since the club’s creation in
the Fall of 2014, membership has
grown slowly but steadily. From
the beginning to end of the Fall
2015 semester, official enrollment
had doubled from around 15 to 30
members.
Despite the hurdles that relatively new clubs often face, the
club’s leadership is adamant that
the number of members will only

increase by the end of the Spring
2016 semester.
“Our biggest challenge is getting people to understand what
the club is about,” said Toner.
“When people hear the club’s
name, ‘Rotaract’, it does not really
give people an idea of what the
club is about.”
Among the members’ most
notable charity works are community clean-ups, encouraged
soup kitchen volunteering and
fundraising. The club also partook in a Peanut Butter and Jelly
Drive, in which 250 sandwiches
were made for the benefit of the
homeless. Most recently, on April
23, the chapter participated in the
22nd Parkinson’s Unity Walk, a
fundraiser for Parkinson’s disease
awareness and research held in
Central Park.
Rotaract clubs are also known
to be involved in Interota, a join
venture between multiple Rotaract organizations to provide a
forum for members to share ideas,
concerns and experiences with
one another.
“When I came to school, I
wanted to make a difference,” said
Toner, explaining his reasoning for
wanting to join the club. “I feel this
club is an opportunity to play an
active role in my community and
to do that with people who have
similar interest in giving back, but
also want to improve their professional development skills and
grow as people.”
Other activities provided by
Rotaract and Rotary clubs include business networking mixers, finance and resume writing,
leadership development courses
and public speaking events. All of
this serves to validate the Rotaract
motto, “service above self.”
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FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Paralympic events should
come to Baruch’s facilities
CUNY’s dedication to integrity has been part of the university’s
agenda from its inception. Keeping to the spirit, CUNYAC partnered up
with the United States Paralympic Committee to create CUNY Gateway
to Gold event, the first CUNY-wide competition for students with physical impairments. The event was held at Queens College on April 17.
According to the CUNYAC website, Gateway to Gold is a national
initiative “designed to introduce youth and adults with an impairment to Paralympic sport and connect them to the entry point of the
athlete pipeline for Team USA through athlete development and identification strategies.”
By getting people involved with Paralympic sports, the program will
increase the number of Paralympic athletes competing in these sports
on the national and international levels.
The 50 participants were split into groups that would then spend the
day engaging in different Paralympic sports, including discus, javelin,
rowing, sitting volleyball, wheelchair basketball and wheelchair tennis. For participants who used wheelchairs, special racing wheelchairs
were made available.
“I had so much fun. I played sports before I got injured and I realized that there’s so many opportunities even after being injured. I knew
about club sports before this but I had no idea about Paralympic sport
before today. This is the first event like this that I’ve been to,” Karina
Nicolakis, who participated in the event, said.
During the lunch break, participants were able to get their questions
answered by Daniel Schwieder, manager of the Paralympic Community
Partnerships, which is part of the United States Olympic committee.
CUNY was always dedicated to inclusion, whether through creating ablution sinks in bathrooms or building prayer rooms. By creating
an event dedicated to students with impairments, people who are in
charge of CUNY showed once more that no group is forgotten.
It will be interesting to observe how the CUNY Gateway to Gold program expands in the future. Though the first competition only attracted
50 students, it is likely that, with time, more students will attend. In a
few years, some may even go on to represent the United States in the
Paralympics.
With several gyms on campus, as well as a swimming pool, it
would be interesting to see an event similar to the CUNY Gateway
to Gold initiative come to Baruch College. Our facilities are used as
practice venues for NBA teams, local middle schools and other local
amateur sport leagues. Why not make them available for Paralympic
sports?

Poll defects lead to disappointments
New York had its first relevant primary election in years and, as one
could predict, it was plagued with reports of voter irregularities. Allegedly, more than 125,000 democratic voters were removed from the rolls,
with another few thousand voters claiming their party affiliation was
unlawfully switched from Democrat to Republican, disallowing them
from voting in the closed primary. The outrage has prompted New York
Attorney General Eric Schneiderman to open an investigation into the
recent primary, along with New York City Comptroller Scott Stringer, to
launch an audit of the New York City Board of Elections.
Regardless of who the people hoped would win the primary, it
is downright shameful for such a dubious election to have occurred.
Whenever there is a major election, major public figures go on about
how young people do not go out and vote. Friends and family members
try to guilt each other to head to the polls and fulfill their civic duty. The
mantra that “every vote counts” is repeated non-stop. So when thousands of people are left without a voice in one of the most high-profile
elections of their lives, is it really a surprise that young people do not
line up outside the polls in droves? With such election practices, the
idea that “every vote matters” becomes harder to believe.
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Goldman deserves harsher penalty
After a financial scandal, Goldman Sachs paid a sum of money that was expected to erase its mistakes

G

oldman Sachs’ admission
of guilt—an admission that
should have led to prosecutions and mass shutdowns, not
bailouts and safety from court—is a
hollow one at this stage. The multinational investing firm is no stranger to internal scandal but the fact
that it has admitted to knowingly, if
not singularly, engaging in the sale
of subprime mortgage bonds to unsuspecting customers while claiming the mortgages were, in fact, of
the highest quality. When the housing bubble finally popped in 2008,
those stuck with these mortgages
that would not return their value
experienced incredible financial
loss. Slowly but surely, Goldman
Sachs has been the subject of suits
by the Securities and Exchange
Commission and by states for compensation. However, to the lawyers
at Goldman Sachs, this must be becoming a regular inconvenience.
The culture of prosecution in
the United States, especially in
regards to bankers, has grown increasingly paradoxical over the
past several years. Firms whose
financial racketeering have been
subject to intense scrutiny have not
faced sentencing. More often than
not, they end with “settlements,”
a term that elicits images of two
feuding families agreeing to bury
the hatchet. This neat little fantasy
is not as close to the sad reality of
these settlements, monetary agreements that push the human loss
under the rug with vast sweeps of

cash. For the people who suffered
from the 2008 financial crisis, they
probably will not see a cent. To
Goldman Sachs, it is barely a dent
in the dragon’s hoard.
While shouting about the power
of the “big banks” having become
free from responsibility due to their
sheer financial power may seem
like tinfoil hat material, we have
seen this steadily become a reality. Gone are the days of the trustbusters. The U.S. banking system
has spread without regulation and
oversight, all for the sake of boosting an economy it works so hard
to avoid contributing to. This is a
sickening reality made possible by
years of bloated neoliberal policies
masquerading as uncapped economic growth.
The criminality of stealing from
the public, via a business system
that was ideally used to help people
grow personal wealth and achieve
economic independence, has become a commonplace occurrence
in this new United States. In this
new country, the figures in one’s
bank account determine how likely
they are to be cared about by their
bankers. In the new United States,
your income may be used to determine whether one can be sapped
of it through legalized lies. The saddest fact is that none of this is new.
It is a status quo that has gently
embedded itself in the truth of our
world. It has become as seamless as
the air we breathe.
And yet, attempting to do some-

thing about it may lead to ridicule.
Accusations of wanting to impede
economic growth, faithful representations of bad economics that
support only the producer and
outright stonewalling have become
rampant on the road to economic
justice. It is not as if the concept of
an economic independence as well
as a private and political independence is unusual. In 1944, President Franklin Roosevelt recommended what he determined to be
a supplement to the Bill of Rights
in the Constitution. Often referred
to as the Second Bill of Rights, it
emphasized economic freedom as
well as political freedoms.
Looking back on the suggestions, they are not unusual in and
of themselves. The rights listed
include the right to employment,
right to a living wage, and, most
critically, the right to protection
from corporations and unfair business practices. At the time this
was drafted, it was unsurprising
to imagine the mindset behind it,
a way to guarantee protection to a
United States ravaged by economic
distress and shady banking practices. Looking back, though, perhaps
that is exactly why the Second Bill
of Rights never became codified,
constitutional law. In doing so, that
would imply an understanding that
corporations do not support common Americans.
-Reuven Glezer
Journalism ’19

Catholic Church adapts under new Pope
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L

ike his sainted namesake,
Pope Francis has joyfully applied large quantities of love
to soften hidebound traditions of
the Roman Church in Amoris Laericia, issued on April 6.
Since ascending the throne of
St. Peter in March 2013, he has concerned himself with the condition
of man and the Church, as he tried
to walk in the path of charity and
love of Jesus.
In issuing the encyclical “Joy of
Love,” after a long and lengthy debate among bishops and cardinals,
Francis has called on the faithful
and the clergy to discharge earthly
and spiritual duties conscientiously and in light of the Holy Spirit, as
they pertain to the sacraments, the
family and sexuality.
The 256-page document steers a
sinuous course between two risky
alternatives that do not give full
satisfaction to the Church’s conservatives or reformers. Francis
has taken a middle course to win
back the lapsed Catholics and the

divorced, to strengthen family life
and to ease the financial burden
and the lengthy course of annulments, for example.
There is more than meets the
eye in Amoris Laericia, in firming
up a growing membership in Africa and Asia, maintaining prime
of place in Latin America, as well as
regaining ground in a highly secular Europe and placating a hard-tohandle U.S. church.
For Francis, the sacraments are
of prime importance, especially
the Eucharist, the symbolic commemoration of the Last Supper,
where wine and bread theologically transform into absorbing the
blood and body of Christ. In brief,
it commends the want to become
more saintly in daily life.
So allowing divorced Catholics
to communicate is on the discretion of the local pastor. Easing the
restraints of annulment keeps the
Catholic within the sacramental
life. He recognizes that in hard economic times, unmarried unions

persist; they should not be lectured
and driven from the faith.
On abortion, the Church’s position remains firm—a line not to
be crossed, even though the faithful wink at this injunction through
birth control is widely practiced.
Early in his papacy, he said,
“Who am I to judge,” on the matter
of homosexuality. He continues to
preach that one’s sexuality is fundamental, and unjust discrimination should be avoided.
Conservative critics chomp at
the bit that relaxation of time-honored practices will undermine the
Church. Liberals find some comfort in the “Joy of Love,” but the LBGTQ community will not, for Plato’s Symposium does not obtain in
the Church’s universe of sexuality.
Francis inches along in his pastoral duties of changing the Church
to adapt better to today’s reality, as
it evolves in its thinking.
-Robert Cambria
Journalism
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Hookah laws draw ire
Imposed restrictions on the use of hookah products are impractical

R

ecently proposed legislation will prohibit anyone
under the age of 21 from
using hookah and ban the sale of
hookah products, in addition to a
plethora of other rules. Supporters
cite public health as the reasoning
behind the new legislation, while
critics claim this is a case of selective concern. The rationale behind
the new legislation is first to close a
loophole exploited by tobacco-less
hookah bars and to ensure public
health and safety.
Hookah originated in Persia
during the 1500s. It is generally a
mixture of tobacco, molasses and
a vegetable sweetener. Hookah
comes in a variety of fruity flavors
and can also be made into a tobacco or nicotine-free herbal form.
This offers hookah bars a way
to work around the Smoke Free Air
Act, which effectively bans the use
of cigarettes in virtually all workplaces and recreational spaces.
The law was recently updated to
include e-cigarettes. With the enactment of this new legislation,
hookah bars would only be able
to offer hookah to five percent of
their tables.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, there has been a noticeable
increase in hookah use among
youths and college students. Many
young hookah users doubt that
hookah is as dangerous as smoking conventional cigarettes. The
best way to overpower a trickle of
doubt is to flood the naked truth.
The smoke contains many of the
same harmful toxins found in
cigarette smoke. These toxins have
been associated with lung cancer,
respiratory illness and low birthrates. Consuming the charcoal
used to heat the tobacco increases
health risks by producing smoke

containing large quantities of carbon monoxide and other cancercausing chemicals.
Due to the method of smoking, including frequency of puffing, depth of inhalation and length
of the smoking session, hookah
smokers may absorb higher concentrations of the same toxins
found in cigarette smoke. The
amount of smoke inhaled during a
typical hour-long hookah session
is 150 times the amount inhaled
from smoking a cigarette.
The downside and only legitimate argument against these
new regulations is the potential
loss of business. If enacted this
new law would prevent small
smoke shops from selling hookah
products, which would cut their
customer base in half. Small businesses would suffer greatly under
the new law.
Proponents of the legislation
have been accused of selective
concern. The detractors point out
the obvious risk of using alcohol
and wonder why bars that sell
alcohol are also not getting shut
down. But like a broken needle,
they are missing the point. Many
steps have been taken to inform
the public on the dangers of excessive alcohol consumption. These
same steps are completely fair and
should be applied to hookah.
Hookah should be under the
same rules and regulations as alcohol and cigarettes. It should
have health warning labels, and
misleading claims of safety should
be prohibited. There should be more
education about the risks of smoking hookah coming from health
professionals and regulators, benefitting the public at-large.
- Davon Singh
Economics ’18

Putin exemplifies mastery of media
THE POLITICKER

MIKHAIL RELUSHCHIN

P

ress availability and dictatorship tend to not mix. An
authoritarian leader relies
on his or her leadership not being
questioned. Therefore, the entire
profession of journalism is a risky
one to accommodate. Indeed, it
is intuitive that the Kim Jong-Uns
and Bashar al-Assads of the world
would not want someone with a
camera and a microphone asking
them uncomfortable questions.
But to everyone outside of that
circle, the need for asking uncomfortable questions seems intuitive:
there has to be a way to keep our
leaders accountable.
Some leaders, therefore, replace the free press with a propaganda machine, using state media
to push their preferred narrative.
Others will pay the bare minimum
of lip service to the free press by
conducting glossy interviews with
some preeminent foreign journalist, dodging the hard questions or
glossing over inconvenient truths.
But some are considerably
more creative with their media
manipulation than others. Among
the world’s strongmen, one stands
above the rest in his artful manipulation of media perception. That
man is Russian President Vladimir
Putin, whose conference last week
masterfully thread the needle
between appearing open and remaining closed.
Putin’s April 14 press confer-

ence is something of an anomaly
in the political world. The president goes on live television for
three hours, taking questions from
ordinary Russians throughout the
country on any topic. His answers
vary from pithy one-liners—asked
who he would save if the Presidents of Ukraine and Turkey fell
out of a boat, he replied, “You can’t
save someone that’s made up their
mind to drown”—to long philosophical diatribes, always bringing
the discussion back to some aspect of Russian foreign or domestic policy. These press availability
sessions have been held annually
since Putin became president.
Such marathon sessions would
be unusual even for actual democratic leaders, so it is remarkable
to see them from Russia’s 16-year
strongman.
Granted, much of these sessions are for show. If the questions
are not outright scripted, they are
certainly screened. Putin has yet
to receive a question he could not
confidently answer, and, no doubt,
much of his confidence comes
from his political impunity: he has
the luxury of improvising policy on
the spot, because he has no one to
answer to when it comes to making new laws or modifying existing ones. In the end, it is all done
to demonstrate Putin’s mastery of
public policy, his personal finesse
and his willingness to respond to
the people.
Putin’s way of handling the media is in line with his political strategy. He engages with the media
and overloads it with stimuli, emphatically answering questions on
a dizzying array of topics. He says
lines that practically every media
outlet can run with for weeks. For
instance, he complimented President Barack Obama for his honesty
on the situation in Libya and then
immediately accused him of in-

stigating the Panama Papers leak.
Rather than shut the media away,
he bear-hugs it.
The image created is compelling. Putin must be a true democrat—answering questions from
the average Russian Joe and Jane
with the same attention he gives
journalists. He clearly is not an
idiot, discussing economic and
foreign policy at such length. He
makes the time to do all this despite his busy schedule. With every
answered question, he legitimizes
himself in the eyes of the Russian
people and delegitimizes arguments against him.
In effect, Putin built a safety
valve into his presidency. Other
strongmen find themselves either unprepared to answer difficult questions when they come
or scrambling to stop them from
coming. Putin instead prepares
for them, and knocks them down
in one rhetorical stroke. There is
an official spot on his calendar for
touting his successes, glossing over
his failures and managing expectations about Russia’s future in front
of a live audience. Combined with
his frequent publicity stunts and
country tours, the conferences all
but nullify the argument that he is
not looking out for his people.
But his press sessions are simply interesting to watch. Putin did
not start his political career as a
good communicator, but he has
grown into one—down-to-earth
yet idealistic, curt yet eloquent.
Putting that rhetorical versatility
on display almost does not look
like the risk that it is for a president
whose last legitimate election was
in 2000. Yet Putin takes the gamble
year after year, and thus far it has
paid off. If the alternative is a Western-style politician who will not
talk to you unless he wants your
vote, why would you ever give up a
man like Putin?

Bill Clinton’s apology gets foul criticism

Lin allegations breed worry

An admission of wrongdoing does not create amends with members of the Black Lives Matter campaign

The charges against Lt. Edward C. Lin highlight the dangers of spies

B

O

ill and Hillary Clinton
stood at the Antioch Baptist
Church in Harlem a few days
before the primary election in New
York State and narrated the death
of Eric Garner to ordinary Sunday
churchgoers. It was the former
president Bill who dominated the
discussion, partly hoping to elevate his wife’s status in the election
and partly to quell the effects of a
controversial bill he passed during
his presidency that incarcerated
large numbers of minorities.
Bill cited Garner as a supporting example to defend his newly
established point that police reformation is needed.
Police officers detained Garner
in the streets of Staten Island in July
2014. Garner had been accused of
selling individual cigarettes from
the same pack.
He was held in a chokehold by
one of the officers, who claimed
that Garner was resisting arrest
upon confrontation, but Garner
looked like he was only gasping
for air and swiping his arms away.
The same police officer shoved
Garner down to the ground after
this “stunt,” even as Garner, with
his face deeply implanted into the
concrete, asserted that he could
not breathe. Garner died at the police officer’s hands.
The case is controversial because, in his interaction with the
police officers, Garner seemed
utterly defenseless. He was also
believed to have suffered an unfair and completely inappropriate
punishment for a crime of such
minute gravity.
The officer had not been indicted until protesters deemed the
occurrence an act of police brutality and abuse of power, pleading
for justice for the Garner family. To

compensate for their loss, an outof-court settlement agreed to pay
the Garner family a little less than
$6 million.
Bill’s endorsement for the Black
Lives Matter campaign struck listeners as both unusual and unexpected. Voters pointed out that he
passed a bill in 1994 that targeted
minority groups and led to their
incarceration in record numbers.
His public spiel could have
been a strategic approach to help
get Hillary elected by voters, who
would be inclined to vote for her
by way of association. The presidential candidate has overtly expressed her support for the Black
Lives Matter campaign and, as a
result, has received strong support
from many minority groups, including the Latino population and
African-American communities.
It could have also been an effort to raise himself out of the hole
that he had dug for himself over
two decades ago. The public audiences clearly have not forgotten
Bill’s accomplishments during his
presidential reign before impeachment. Bill, though he had always
presented himself as a very amiable personality on camera, had
mishaps during his time serving as
president.
Aside from having the affair
with Monica Lewinsky—he denied
making a mistake at the time as
well—he passed a legislation that
led to the mass incarceration of
many members of minority groups
who had been arrested for committing trivial crimes that ordinarily would go unpunished if race, either consciously or unconsciously,
was not considered.
Regardless of the fact that he
passed the bill, this is one of Bill’s
many attempts at making amends

and an indirect admittance to one
of the many mistakes made during
his presidency.
Hillary views her change-ofheart moments as an evolution
in personal beliefs that requires
her to reevaluate her thought processes and come to another conclusion. If minority groups accept
this explanation, they should also
come to terms with her husband’s
amends and do the same.
Support for the Black Lives
Matter movement—and for minority groups in general—should
always be regarded as positive.
There may be distinct traces of
cynicism in the people who say
that Bill’s outcries over injustice
for African-Americans are not
sound. Evolution is a justifiable explanation for a change of heart, or
a change of opinion and believing
otherwise casts unnecessary doubt
onto political figures. It also makes
the public wearier and more distrustful of politicians, which creates unneccesary dissonance.
Admittance to incorrect behavior or apologies should be taken
as genuine, no matter what the
person behind the action’s record
looks like.
If we live in a world where we
question whether an apology is
genuine, then we will never be able
to let go of grudges. That will hinder us more as a society than any
mistake ever will.
Bill’s advocacy for the Black
Lives Matter campaign should be
regarded as more than just a political strategy to elevate his wife’s position in the race. It is also a heartfelt apology.
-Yelena Dzhanova
English ’19

ur troops are said to be the
strongest fighting force in
the world, with thousands
of men and women committing
their lives to keeping our country
safe every single day. These people
deserve our respect and gratitude.
But the people who betray comrades and their country deserve
to be tried and sentenced for their
crimes. They have disappointed
every person who has seen them
as brave, smart and heroic.
Lieutenant Edward C. Lin has
served in the Navy since 1999. During his 17-year career he has held
a variety of positions, including
working on the staff of an assistant
secretary of the Navy from 2012 to
2013 and serving on the Norfolkbased aircraft carrier Eisenhower
from 2009 to 2010. Most prominently, he has been a flight officer on the Special Projects Patrol
Squadron in Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii,
from 2014 to 2016. This means
that he has experience with managing the collection of electronic
signals from the EP3-E Aries II
signals intelligence aircraft, and
with performing reconnaissance
and intelligence-gathering operations in the Pacific. Any of these
jobs would have given him access
to very sensitive military intel that
would be used against our country
if leaked to our enemies.
His precarious position makes
the accusation of espionage and
leaking important information
to China and Taiwan against Lin
much scarier than if he had been
some low-ranking private. This is
one of the biggest cases of espionage the Navy has handled in 30
years, which makes the accusations even more pressing since the
Navy does not just accuse one of
their own without having a good

reason.
Although the files have been
heavily redacted, we do know that
the charges against Lin include
multiple counts of espionage
and violations related to wrongly
transporting classified material
and failing to report the compromised information. Additionally,
Lin is charged with three counts of
“false official statement” for failing
to report foreign travel and putting
false information on documents.
He was arrested eight months
ago and has been held in a Navyoperated brig in Chesapeake, Virginia while awaiting trial. It is up
to our military and their judiciary
system to determine whether he
is guilty and what punishment is
appropriate. It is true that they
can sentence him to death, but
the last time that happened was
in 1935, the year Julius and Ethel
Rosenberg leaked information on
the atomic bomb to the Russians.
This sentence does not seem likely. Other smaller cases that have
occurred within the last 10 years
have concluded in a sentencing
that ranged from 16-35 years. If Lin
is convicted, that seems more like
the punishment he would receive.
Currently the Naval Criminal
Investigation Service and the FBI
are working to gather all the relevant information on the case and
determine the truth. If convicted, Lin would have to suffer the
consequences of espionage. For
someone who has been entrusted
to protect their country and all the
people in it, this seems to be the
ultimate crime. It also leaves the
people wondering how many other possible spies are among them.
-Jessica Kraker
English ’18
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Reagan conservatism meets its end

Drug addicts require aid

D

Medical treatment should be expanded to include opioid addicts

onald J. Trump has awoken
the beast of the silent majority and is looking to capture the nomination this summer.
Yet even when his approval ratings were as unfavorable as 64.3
percent, his victories in challenging the current GOP bosses and
winning several caucuses and
primaries mark a rarely discussed
point in terms of the zeitgeist of
the times the American people are
facing. That point is the suggestion
that the American people are seeing the fall of the last vestiges of the
Ronald Reagan conservative.
Yes, the ghost of Reagan is slowly fading away from the country
with the failures of the Bush presidencies, the rise and success of the
Tea Party movement and the Sanders surge in the Democratic Party.
The conservatism that focused on
small but necessary government,
an active military and lower taxes,
will most certainly either be gone
or be greatly modified after this
year’s elections are over.
From the end of the Reagan

The Republican Party has
had its time being the dominant power of political body
politics, and we are slowly
but surely heading to a new
Progressive Era reminiscent of
Roosevelt, Taft and Wilson.
The legacy of Reagan
conservatism has died with
Clinton and Bush.

years to the Clinton and Bush administrations, leading all the way
up to the present with the Trump
campaign, modern-day conservatives who were inspired by Reagan
have been radicalized to a point of
no return. When Reagan won the
1980 presidential election, it was
an important moment for the era
of conservatism.
Many Democrats, after watching Jimmy Carter fail to bolster a
struggling economy and rescue
American hostages in 1979, decided to become “dixiecrats” and
support Reagan in the general
election. Liberalism of the ’70s had
failed and evoked a new kind of
conservatism, which called for favoring tax breaks for the wealthy
and huge spending on military.
Yet it still called for things that
many liberals tipped their hats to.
Reagan opposed the Briggs Initiative, an anti-LGBTQ bill that prevented LGBTQ people from teaching in public schools and granted
amnesty to immigrants and, despite cutting taxes his first year in
office, signed the Tax Equity and
Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982.
The conservatism he led was
indeed more extreme than that of
his predecessors, but he knew that
at times, liberal ideals can have a
place in conservative government.
But Reagan, by the popular theory
of trickle-down economics, the Republican strongholds in the house
and senate, and the Cold War,
succeeded in making the nation a
conservative America.
Then, after the failed “lipped”
promise of George H.W Bush, Bill
Clinton, while far more liberal
than his predecessors, recognized
that conservatism was still a very
big force to be reckoned with. This
can be observed with the Don’t
Ask, Don’t Tell policy, which forbade members of the military
from publicly disclosing their ho-

mosexuality, the numerous “tough
on crime” bills passed during Clinton’s first term and the famous
1996 State of the Union address
where Clinton said, “The era of big
government is now over.” The aura
of conservatism still had its grasp
on the country.
But Reagan’s project whimpered during George W. Bush’s
term, in what many considered
the most disastrous presidency
in recent memory. The effort to
dismantle a regime using military
strength, the signing of the PATRIOT and No Child Left Behind
acts, the mishandling of Hurricane
Katrina and the bailing out of the
major banks during the financial
crisis of 2008, gave the Bushes as
well as the Republican establishment a bad name.
Approval ratings dipped and
with it dimmed the fading light of
conservatism.
The success of the far-right
Tea Party movement, Trump and
Sanders are answers to the failed
policies of the Bush administration
and a complete rejection of Reagan conservative values. The Tea
Party and Trump have successfully
blotted out any major moderate
Republican’s chance at the oval
office, and polls show that Trump
would lose in a general election.
The Republican Party has had
its time being the dominant power
of political body politics, and we
are slowly but surely heading to a
new Progressive Era reminiscent of
Roosevelt, Taft and Wilson.
The legacy of Reagan conservatism has died with Clinton and
Bush. And the Grand Old Party will
concede with progressives on major issues and possibly bring back
the Rockefeller Republicans. Reagan’s ghost is fading.
-Zack Schiavetta
Journalism ’19

W

hen we picture addiction, we might imagine
a newsreel from the ‘80s
focused on the inner cities that
suffered from the crack epidemic
and the accompanying explosion in gang activity and urban
decay. We probably would not
visualize a doctor’s office as a
major source of drug addiction.
Yet legal pain management
medication, like Vicodin and
Percocet, is fueling the great U.S.
drug epidemic. A recent prescription audit illustrates that opioid
prescriptions increased from 76
to 201 million over the past two
decades. The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention reports
that patients who abuse or are dependent on these prescriptions are
40 times more likely to use heroin.
Until the ‘90s, opioid prescriptions were reserved mainly for extreme pain management and palliative care. Since then, pain has
become the fifth vital sign. Public
opinion surrounding opioid medication has shifted to disregard of
its risks and blind acceptance of
its effectiveness at managing pain.
Now, conditions as common as
backaches almost invariably lead
to a doctor’s prescription for opioids. In fact, so widespread are
these prescriptions that the CDC
found that enough opiates were
prescribed in 2012 to give every
adult his or her own bottle of pills.
Nationally, deaths related
to overdose of opioids have risen from 7.9 to 9.0 per 100,000
people between 2013 and 2014.
Some counties, dispersed mainly throughout Appalachia, the
Northeast and the Midwest, have
rates three times as high. The local and state governments of these
regions are desperately struggling
to deal with the influx of overdose

cases and the addicts that precede
them. One distressed town in Massachusetts, for example, resorted
to building a public restroom to
deter drug use in other areas,
like churches and schoolyards.
Several institutions, like the
CDC, have already published reports that suggest how to reduce
the human cost of this epidemic.
They focus on limiting the supply
of opioids, call for the restructuring of the prescription process
and seek to nationalize a patient
monitoring system to minimize
prescription abuse. However,
while these recommendations
should see immediate universal adoption, more must be done
than merely targeting the bloated
supply of opioid medication.
We need to realize that addiction is not the criminal justice issue that it has been viewed as for
the past several decades. Once
the stigma surrounding addiction
is removed, once we stop picturing inner city criminals when we
hear the word “addiction,” those
who need treatment will find it.
We must also dramatically expand treatment availability for
current addicts. While the White
House has called for an additional
$400 million in early intervention,
treatment and recovery for opioid
abuse, Medicaid in only 28 states
provides for opioid dependence.
Such treatment should be available to everyone who needs it.
These solutions will be costly
and timely to implement. However, there exists no other way
to undo the damage caused by
decades of free supply and the
popular designation of the local doctor as “the candy man.”
-Michael Lomtevas
Economics ’18
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Business
Buzzfeed’s untraditional business model spurs financial inquiry
BY ELIZABETH DASH
STAFF WRITER

Last April several influential
companies attended CUNY’s Career Fair in which students, recent grads and alumni alike could
speak face-to-face with company
representatives in the hopes of
eventually receiving a job offer. Set
off to the left side of the room was
a small table with a banner that
read “Buzzfeed” and a line that
stretched down the entire aisle,
blocking the paths of students trying to reach tables of other companies. This situation illustrates
Buzzfeed’s influence in the world of
media. The company is so large that
it has spurred other large, successful companies like The New York
Times to alter their ways of attracting readers, even in the situation of
potential hires.
Behind the facade of entertaining videos, quizzes and even daily
news, there must be a business
model that runs the finances and
other logistics of the mass media
company. Unlike publicly traded
companies, however, Buzzfeed is
financed by private investors, such
as Andreessen Horowitz, and is
not obliged to publish its financial
statements.
This has left many technology
investors and competitors questioning the real monetary success
of Buzzfeed. It is obvious that the
media company has been successful in making sound in the media
industry and has been influential in
terms of the various methods of delivering news to viewers. It is highly
uncertain how profitable the com-

WWW.JSPACEFOOD.COM

The rapid growth of Buzzfeed has forced the company to adapt using quicker than average strategies to accomodate the market.
pany really is compared to other
media powers, especially when
Buzzfeed consistently declines to
comment on its financial state.
The Financial Times released a
statement recently that Buzzfeed
missed its 2015 target revenue by
about 32 percent and as a result
decreased its 2016 projections significantly from $500 million to $250
million. Although this might seem
to spell trouble for the modern digital media company, The Financial
Times did not disclose its sources
and Buzzfeed once again declined
to comment.
The only reaction Buzzfeed provided the public with was from the
chairman of the company’s board
Ken Lerner, who said that these
figures were misrepresented and
the company is “very comfortable with where the digital content

world is going and think we are
well-positioned.”
Whether these numbers provide
a good indication of the company’s
finances is hard to determine, but
they do raise an important question about how a nontraditional
company can expand in nontraditional and innovative ways. In other
words, behind all the quizzes and
entertaining videos there must be
a stable business plan and a steady
source of income for the company
to expand in the industry.
Buzzfeed was founded in 2006
and has grown rapidly since then.
It made its international debut in
2013 and reached the mature stage
of the business entity cycle rather
early at about that same time. It has
been said that in 2014, Disney attempted to buy Buzzfeed with the
media outlet asking for $1 billion.

Since 2014 Buzzfeed’s valuation
has grown from a multi-million
dollar company to a billion dollar
company within just two years. As
of February 2016, the company was
valued at roughly $1.6 billion.
Unlike traditional online media
outlets that raise revenue by advertising companies on side-screen
banners or pop-ups, Buzzfeed has
a more innovative approach.
Since it was never the founder
and CEO Jonah Peretti’s intention for Buzzfeed to be solely just a
website outlet for news and entertainment, the company markets to
consumers through various other
outlets. The ads are intended to
travel with Buzzfeed’s various platforms such as on Facebook, Twitter
and Snapchat.
A clear example of this is how
Buzzfeed has its own team that cre-

ates quizzes and videos strictly for
the purpose of advertising. Companies like Taco Bell have used
this strategy in which a consumer
can view the video or ad on their
mobile device just as easily as on
a computer whenever they stream
the video.
Although videos have been
one of Buzzfeed’s most successful and unique media outlets,
it has recently caused potential
harm in terms of viewer numbers.
This week, Buzzfeed published a
video that did not receive a good
response from viewers. The video
featured racially derogatory questions and even though the company has apologized for the content, it
has failed to strip the video from
the website.
In a time where its financial stability in the long run is simultaneously being questioned, Buzzfeed
needs to do everything it can to at
least keep its viewer numbers either stable or on the incline.
In 2014 Buzzfeed writer Benny
Johnson was found guilty of plagiarizing more than a few times, and
all of his content was removed from
the site.
Although the media company
moved to correct the situation,
questions undoubtedly arose about
Buzzfeed’s integrity. How Buzzfeed
will continue to earn a steady profit
while exploring even more innovative media tactics will ultimately
determine the future success of
the company. It showed signs of
early promise but now must make
sure it does not outrun itself and instead keep pace in an ever-changing industry.

Thousands of Verizon workers lead one of largest strikes in years
BY VICKIE SAVVIDES
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

After failing to reach a new labor
agreement, 36,000 Verizon workers left their positions and joined a
national strike against the telecommunications provider.
According to the United States
Bureau of Labor Statistics, this
is the largest strike in the United
States since 2011, when 45,000 of
Verizon’s workers united against
the company because of its “exploitative” nature.
The workers’ union explains
that the main reason for the strike
is to prevent Verizon from moving
jobs offshore and cutting benefits
for injured workers.
The labor dispute has come at
a time when Verizon, which has
177,700 total employees, has been
trying to shrink its slow-growing
wireline business and increase its
wireless function to respond to
changing consumer habits.
This change has greatly impacted both the executive board and
Verizon consumers. On their website, www.standuptoverizon.com,
the workers outline a full list of reasons behind the strike.
The list, part of the open-letter
addressed to the Verizon Executive
Board from the Communications
Workers of America, begins with
the following, “We are on strike because we will do whatever it takes
to create a better workplace for ourselves and those that follow, and
we’re standing together to make
sure the needs of working families
are met, instead of standing by as
a handful of individuals get richer
and richer.”
The list continues: “We’re standing together because Verizon has
fired, threatened, and intimidated
working people at Verizon Wireless who are trying to create a bet-

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM

Although Verizon workers have held strikes before, the increased competition now poses a greater threat for the company.
ter future for themselves and their
families. We’re standing together
because we want to earn a living
in our own communities instead of
moving away from our homes and
our families for months at a time.
We want good jobs to stay in the
United States, not be sent overseas.
Lastly, we’re standing together to
make sure that working people at
Verizon cannot just make a good
living but also have a good life.”
Most of the striking workers
service the company’s national
landline phone business and FiOS
broadband network.
Regionally, the workers come

from Verizon’s mid-Atlantic and
northeast wireline businesses.
This sector offers landline
phone, high-speed Internet and
television services.
These union workers are responsible for network maintenance, home installation and troubleshooting, as well as customer
service calls.
The workers have been operating without a contract since August
2015, and their union, the Communication Workers of America, notes
that it has been through an ongoing effort to gain a better offer from
Verizon.

However, Verizon has failed to
provide completed contractual
agreements since the summer of
2015, citing a lack of cooperation
from union workers.
In a statement by Marc Reed,
Verizon’s chief administrative officer, Reed said, “Verizon has been
moving the bargaining process forward, but now union leaders would
rather make strike threats than
constructively engage at the bargaining table.”
Verizon said that even if the
strike goes forward, the company
is prepared to continue to serve its
customers.

The union’s petition, addressed
to Verizon CEO Lowell McAdam
and signed by both Verizon workers and their supporters, reads,
“Enough is enough. Settle a fair
contract with Verizon and Verizon
Wireless workers now.”
As of now, it has garnered over
100,000 signatures. One of the largest complaints was dominated by
the Civil Works Administration,
which explained, “Verizon’s corporate greed isn’t just harming workers’ families, it’s hurting customers
as well.”
Reed responded to this claim,
explaining, “It’s regrettable that
union leaders have called a strike,
a move that hurts all of our employees. Unfortunately, union leaders
have their own agenda rooted in
the past and are ignoring today’s
digital realities. Calling a strike
benefits no one, and brings us no
closer to resolution.”
Though Verizon has been
through strikes before, the danger
this time is that the wireline business faces much more competition
in the telecommunications world.
AT&T, Verizon’s greatest rival,
falls to Verizon in terms of its wireless services but leads Verizon as
the nation’s top telecom service
provider.
It is important to note that the
strike not only affects workers but
the company’s consumers also.
With tens of thousands of Verizon’s employees walking out, it is
expected that customers may start
to experience days-long delays
for installation jobs, service outages and extended waiting time on
phone calls.
Verizon said that it is prepared
to serve its customers despite the
strike and that thousands of nonunion workers have been trained to
cover new assignments in the event
of a strike.
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Goldman Sachs settles debt obligation from 2008 recession
BY VICKIE SAVVIDES
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

State and federal officials have
announced that Goldman Sachs
will pay $5.1 billion to settle accusations of “wrongdoings” in handling residential mortgage-backed
securities before the financial crisis
of 2008.
The multinational investment
banking firm struck the deal to
settle “actual and potential” civil
claims over Goldman’s mortgage
securitization activities from 2005
to 2007 with the Department of
Justice, the attorneys general in
New York and Illinois, the National
Credit Union Administration, a
federal regulator and the Federal
Home Loan Banks of Chicago and
Seattle.
The Federal Securities & Exchange Commission alleged that
prior to the national debt crisis of
2008, “Goldman Sachs structured
and marketed a synthetic collateralized debt obligation (CDO) that
hinged on the performance of subprime residential mortgage-backed
securities (RMBS).”
Additionally, “Goldman Sachs
failed to disclose to investors vital
information about the CDO, in particular the role that a major hedge
fund played in the portfolio selection process and the fact that the
hedge fund had taken a short position against the CDO.”
Although the allegations date
to nearly 10 years ago, the public
has only recently become aware of
the settlment.
The allgeations have greatly impacted the company, its economic
status and other firms of similar
stature.
The reason for the return of controversy is the alleged hidden tax
incentives in the deal that could actually reduce the firm’s investment
by as much as $1 billion.According

WWW.HUFFINGTONPOST.COM

The allegations have impacted Goldman Sachs’ hiring process and economic status, as well as those of other similar ﬁrms.
to the report, Goldman’s settlement has now generated public
controversy because the claim is
far smaller than the sums paid by
other firms, like JP Morgan Chase
and Bank of America, who were
also investigated for selling flawed
mortgage securities.
Kenneth Lench, chief of the
SEC’s Structured and New Products Unit, explained that in the current market, “The SEC continues to
investigate the practices of investment banks and others involved

in the securitization of complex
financial products tied to the U.S.
housing market as it was beginning
to show signs of distress.”
Bank of America in 2014 paid
about $16.6 billion in a similar
settlement with federal and state
agencies, and JPMorgan Chase
paid about $13 billion in 2013.
In all, the banks have paid more
than $40 billion in settlements to
resolve claims investigated by the
task force. Goldman is also the last
firm to reach a civil settlement with

a task force of federal prosecutors.
In its agreement, Goldman
Sachs is set to pay $2.4 billion in
civil penalties, another $1.8 billion
in funds to homeowners whose
mortgages are underwater and
$875 million to settle claims with
state governments, the National
Credit Union Administration and
other entities.
“We are pleased to put these legacy matters behind us,” a Goldman
spokesperson said in a statement.
“Since the financial crisis, we have

taken significant steps to strengthen our culture, reinforce our commitment to our clients, and ensure
our governance processes are robust,” the spokesperson said.
However, it may not be as simple as promised by the statement
released by Goldman officials.
Like other banks that have been
fined, Goldman Sachs has “negotiated sweeteners” in the agreement
that allow the firm to save money
through tax credits and government incentives.
Because of this, some consumer
advocates have raised concerns
about how that money is allocated
and how much comes directly from
the bank’s revenue.
For example, the firm voiced
it would pay $240 million toward
affordable housing, but the deal
shows Goldman will only have
to pay about 30 percent of that in
practice because of large per-dollar
tax credits on the payment.
According to analysts, the company appears to have inflated the
settlement amount for public relations purposes to possibly mislead
the public; there may be a discrepancy in the actual documentation
of what the firm will pay. However,
Goldman Sachs is upholding its
ethical promise to consumers.
In a statement released by Lloyd
C. Blankfein, Goldman’s chairman
and chief executive, the firm’s executive board is “pleased to have
reached an agreement in principle
to resolve these matters.”
By announcing the settlement
now and including the cost in the
fourth quarter, Goldman is trying
to enter 2016 with a clean slate and
in turn, put many of its outstanding
regulatory issues in the past.
Analysts are awaiting official
confirmation from the SEC of the
$5 billion payment to ensure that
the company has paid for its dated
claims.
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Van Hove reimagines The Crucible as a dark twisted fantasy
BY MAXIM IBADOV
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Floating girls, an interracial
marriage, gospel spirituals, tons of
flying garbage and a real life wolf.
Although it may not sound like it,
but all of these elements are part
of a new Broadway production of
Arthur Miller’s The Crucible. And
this bold rendition is as good as
theater gets.
The 2016 version of Arthur Miller’s The Crucible opened on April
7. Starring a stellar cast of praised
actors such as Saoirse Ronan, who
was nominated for an Academy
Award for Brooklyn, Sophie Okonedo, Tony Award-winner for Raisin
in the Sun, and Ben Whishaw, who
plays protagonist John Proctor.
The true star of the show, however, is the innovative Belgian director Ivo Van Hove. Being one
of the most prominent directors
in Western Europe, Van Hove has
already triumphed in New York
this season with a universally acclaimed production of another
Arthur Miller masterpiece, A View
From The Bridge. His avant-garde
techniques and vision include expanding the theatrical space to its
fullest potential and placing stories
in alternative settings.
The Crucible is a 1953 play about
the infamous witch trials during
early colonial rule in Salem, Massachusetts, where a moralistic and
pragmatic farmer, John Proctor,
dared to stand up to the hysteria
and tried to bring some common
sense back to his people. The overall concept of one innocent target
group causing massive hysteria is

WWW.AMERICANTHEATRE.ORG

Belgian director Van Hove is known for avant-garde tactics when interupting theatre classics here in New York since 1993.
uncomfortably relevant in the post9/11 United States, where Islamophobia is used as a political tool to
control fear and justify disastrous
wars. This is especially evident with
the way this particular production
is made.
Van Hove recreates a version
of the The Crucible that is bold
and brutal. Constantly on the
sharp edge of destructive reality
and throat-grasping insanity, this
1950s masterpiece gets a dramatic
twist that makes it surreally modern. Balancing on a thin thread of
mixed emotions, this production is
surprisingly tangible, making audiences grasp every piece and digest
it with their beings. If somebody
is not feeling even the slightest bit

anxious while watching this production, there must be only one explanation: he or she is dead.
With women wearing pants and
girls being put in classrooms, the
setting is the pivotal character of
this production. The setting establishes a general atmosphere and
brings all the pieces together. Blank
gray walls, isolated rooms, old
sinks and few pieces of furniture,
the stage seems like a prison and
has an asylum quality to it. Even
the patterns on the linoleum on the
floor are chaotic and abstract.
Glowing light creates an atmosphere of a funeral—a funeral
for justice. This single space only
gets modified by the movement of
chairs and serves as everything: a

school, home, court and prison,
thus, serving as a commentary
about these social institutions. It
all seems so relevant to our world;
one forgets that this is a 1950s play
about 17th-century United States.
While looking at the characters
wearing modern clothes and talking about 17th-century farming
and witchcraft, it is hard to ignore
the question of whether what is
happening on stage is a real story.
Is it all true? Does it all take place in
the minds of the characters? What
if they are just seeing a lethargic
dream of miseries from which they
will never wake up?
Many times conceptual directing hinders the actors from fully
exploring their potential. By over-

shadowing the performers with
technical aspects, actors become
props only of secondary importance. Van Hove, however, does
not hide his stars behind the production, but actually adds depth to
each character through his vision.
Whishaw’s Proctor is not just a
moral barometer of the play but is
also almost a Jesus-like character.
He fights for our rights. However, he is far from being a saint,
as we can see from his complex
relationship with antagonist Abigail, whom he deflowers. Portrayed
by Ronan, Abigail is radiant in her
vindictiveness and wickedness—
although somewhat awkward on
stage. Ronan takes her character’s
desire for revenge to a fully physical and psychological level, but she
lacks that inner fire that burns her
and everything around her. There
just is no devilish spark in her eye.
Looking so mortally pale, Abigail seems more like a ghost of consciousness haunting Proctor and
chasing him into the abyss. Proctor’s wife Elizabeth, on the other
hand, is as saintly as a woman can
be. Portrayed by Okonedo with
pure tenderness and devotion,
she is emblematic of a good Christian wife.
It takes an outsider to really see
the problem, such as our Belgian
avant-garde genius. Van Hove brutally exposes every possible flaw of
U.S. society with poise.
Even the most close-minded
audiences in the world are left with
no choice but to face the painful
truth of their unforgivable mistakes
with a standing ovation and a shrill
cheer of enlightenment.

Baruch students bring a classic Broadway musical to Bernie West
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Given Baruch’s reputation as
a business-oriented commuter
school, the idea of starting a trend
of musical theater on campus
seemed unlikely, but members of
the cast disagree.
“I think it gives variety to Baruch students who may not be
privy to musicals, you know, as
an art form,” said Domonique Allen, who will be performing in the
student-run production. “Many
people think musicals are boring
because everybody is singing all
the time. But some people who
are actually interested can’t get to
Broadway, so this is actually a good
idea to bring a Broadway musical
to the school, to make it more accessible to the students.”
“A lot of other colleges have musicals,” said Michael Schulz, playing
Benjamin Coffin III in the spring
production of Rent, “And Baruch,
especially being mainly a business
school, where a lot of the students
are commuters, that definitely eats
up a lot of the ability for people
to be able to commit time to productions like this. So, it’s really,
really awesome that we’re able to
have a musical.”
When it comes to this production, the enthusiasm among the
cast is exceptionally high. If the
musical goes well, there is hope for
a bright future for musical theater
at Baruch.
If Aquino is the mother of the
project, Dominique Plaisant is the
brain. She is directing this adaptation, and, in the years to come, she
hopes to see more musicals performed at Baruch.
“The hope is that everyone is going to love it, and it’ll just become
an annual thing,” Plaisant said.
Plaisant’s method for directing
is very hands-on. Instead of simply
sitting in front of the stage through-

out the rehearsal, lecturing her actors like it is a classroom, she is up
on the stage with them. The group
uses the Bernie West Theater as
their rehearsal space, which is located on the ninth floor of the 23rd
Street Building.
It is a small theater, but it provides the perfect space for an intimate rehearsal between the director and actors. The relationship she
has developed with her actors is a
very personal one.
They listen to her advice without disturbance and immediately
apply her advice to the scene they
are rehearsing. Everyone acts as
if it were a professional production. There are no hiccups because
someone is not paying attention
and no side conversations could
be heard. Everyone in the group
is very serious about putting on a
good production. The influence

“Many people think
musicals are boring
because everybody is
singing all the time. But
some people who are
actually interested can’t get to
Broadway, so this is actually a
good idea to bring a
Broadway musical to the
school, to make it more accessible to the students.”
- Domonique Allen, cast member

of their attempt to bring a musical
back to Baruch after 20 years will
be spoken of for years to come. The
actors themselves—while enthusiastic about bringing a musical to
the school after so much time—are
all also enthusiastic about playing their parts to the peak of their
abilities.
“The role that I play is very important in the play because of the
relationship I have with my co-star,
Jemel, who plays Angel, my love interest in the show. We are the ideal
love for the show,” Jeffery White,
who plays Tom Collins, said.
“Everyone wants to have our
love, and eventually, when we get
into the show, that aspect breaks
up, and when Angel dies … I
lose a part of my self. And in that
situation I have to put myself in
a time where I lost someone very
dear to me and every time I do the

scene, I get emotional because it
brings me back.”
“I think it’s the relationship
with the other actors, especially for
Rent. It’s such an ensemble-heavy,
such a company-oriented show
that everyone has to be in tune
with each other to ensure the success of the production as a whole,”
Ralph Schneider, who is part of the
ensemble cast, said.
To direct a musical production,
especially at a school where there
has not been a musical in two decades, Plaisant takes things day by
day, and focuses on the aspects of
the whole process. “My favorite
part, and I’ve been telling the cast,
is when their characters start awakening in them.”
Plaisant recalled an instance
where a cast member apologized
for being angry during a rehearsal. “And I said, ‘No, no, no. That’s

Roger [played by Nicolas Leung]
coming out. You know, that’s your
character. It’s really interesting to
see each character grow and bud.’”
“Most important is,” said Schulz,
“I mean, kind of similar to what everyone has been saying, but have
fun. You know, you gotta go up
there and be able to have a good
time, and work well with everybody
else and just enjoy yourself while
you’re up there.”
With the amount of enthusiasm
the cast feels toward this production, it is very difficult for one to not
feel the slightest twang of interest.
Even for those who do not find
musicals interesting, the enthusiasm coming from these students
and their director is at least capable
of earning their respect. For the
first time in nearly 20 years, a group
of individuals will risk it all. Rent
opens on May 3.

RUTH OSTROW | SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Pictured from left to right are cast members Anton Kurdakov, Jeﬀery White and Nicholas Leung. Rent opens on May 3.
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Ivy Park brings the heat
Beyonce partners with Topshop to create a new sportswear brand
BY AMANI JAMES
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

Artists in the music industry
are beginning to change the way
they market their brands. One of
the biggest brands is the Queen
Bee herself. Beyonce has changed
the concept of a pop star, reinventing the image of what people see
as acting, art, fashion and music
for generations to come. Her latest
collaboration with Topshop is an
extension of an image that cannot
be tainted.
Ivy Park, a sportswear brand
made to support women who
push their physical boundaries,
was released April 14.
The brand, named after Beyonce’s daughter Blue Ivy, was
built with the intent of combining
the best attributes of some of the
world’s best sportswear brands,
housing them under one collective brand. As a mother who credits her daughter for helping her
realize the strength that the female
body holds, it is no surpise that
she is willing to tackle a new endeavor that many women feel intimidated by.
A major problem that many
women are affected by is the fact
that many different types of workout clothes simply cannot support
their body types. Ivy Park addresses that issue with the use of invisible underlining in the garments
that constrains and lifts, allowing
women to move more freely—
without any extra bounce.
The idea is to enhance the female body while creating the fullbody coverage other brands lack.
While combining more breathable fabrics and the engineering
of men’s sportswear, Ivy Park is
a simple and purposeful athletic
line that might be on to something.

The brand’s purpose lies solely in its durability, as its design
remains simple and classic, with
the Ivy Park logo making appearances on T-shirts and one-piece
body suits.
The majority of the line follows
the black, gray and white color
scheme showcased in the collection of photos featuring Beyonce,
with only a few pieces serving as
subtle pops of color. In choosing
simplicity, Ivy Park stands apart
from other major sportswear
brands like Nike, which created
some of the brightest and most
eye-popping pieces sportswear
has ever seen.
The execution of Ivy Park
echoes the ethos that has made
Beyonce so successful. Done in
complete secrecy—for a year—Beyonce decided not to self-promote
or advertise her project, instead
letting her fans and onlookers
decide whether her idea would
catch on.
With a Super Bowl half-time
show that stirred controversy
across the nation and the Formation tour just weeks away, Beyonce
has begun to come back into the
spotlight.
We can only wait and see what
other surprises she has in store for
a world that is always hoping for a
glimpse into her life. However, do
not expect for this line to sell out.
It is clear that Ivy Park was built on
the idea of longevity, as it is being
sold in Topshop and Nordstrom.
Unlike other celebrities’ collaborations, like Puma and Rihanna’s
Creepers and Kanye’s Adidas collaboration of the Yeezys, the brand
is not about exclusivity, but a sisterhood founded on the idea that
all women should feel comfortable in their own skin—in formation of course.
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Science & Technology
Deadly challenges, visual gameplay prevail in Dark Souls III
BY GABRIEL MARRERO
OPINIONS EDITOR

With the release of Dark Souls
III, dying has never been so much
fun. The latest installment in the
action-adventure series that prides
itself in its obtuseness and an overbearing level of difficulty succeeded all of its expectations. Without
mincing words, this is one of the
hardest games that you will ever
play. But if one manages to adapt
to the game, what awaits him or her
is perhaps the most enjoyable gaming experience he or she will have
for years to come.
One of the first things players
will notice upon loading the game
is the gorgeous visuals and sounds.
Dark Souls III may be the most
visually appealing installment in
the series. From the game’s almost
overpowering opening cinematic,
players will be able to tell that a
lot of work went into presenting
a beautifully detailed, yet hopelessly bleak world. Players will venture through frozen landscapes,
wooded areas and large fantastical
castles all while anticipating—or
dreading—what comes next.
The sounds of Dark Souls III not
only enhance the game’s dire atmosphere but, at times, also manage to be terrifying. Music only
plays when something big is about
to happen. The series’ signature orchestral music makes a return and
is beautifully rendered. When you
hear the beginning of any one of its
tracks, you know things are about
to get serious.
In all other cases, the only
sounds that could be heard during
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Players are allowed to customize and control their characters in diﬀerent ways, with a variety of weapons to choose from.
the game will be those of the character’s struggles.
Dark Souls III takes place after
a non-descript amount of time has
passed since the first two games. As
per usual in the series, the storyline
of these games is not laid out clearly. Rather, players are expected to
piece together the parts of story
that they come across in their adventures.
The overarching plot revolves
around the First Flame, an ancient
bonfire that keeps the darkness—
and all the trouble that come with

it—safely at bay. The flame is going
out, and it is up to the player to do
everything possible to rekindle it,
regardless of the cost.
The story of Dark Souls has
never been the main draw of these
games. Rather, it is the series’ unforgiving gameplay that keeps the
player willing to spend hour after
hour dying.
More so now than ever, Dark
Souls III is a game where every
move and step that the player
makes counts. Stepping around
a corner too quickly or being too

New information emerges on Zika virus
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

As the Zika virus spreads to the
United States, scientists are discovering more information about the
virus, with subway advertisements
and increased media coverage informing the public about possible
harms of the virus.
The Zika virus passes to human
beings through the bite and contact of an infected mosquito. The
most commonly attributed side
effects of the Zika virus are fever,
joint pain and rash, as indicated
by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. Many people have
difficulty identifying whether they
are infected with the virus due to
the fact that symptoms are usually
mild and generally do not lead to
fatality.
Although the Zika virus does
not cause death, it has become a
significant source of turmoil for
many natives and tourists in South
American countries. The controversy surrounding the outbreak of
the Zika virus revolves primarily
around studies that reveal strong
correlations between birth defects
and exposure to the virus. These
studies show that the virus may
be responsible for microcephaly,
a severe deformation of the brain
among newborn infants.
Microcephaly affects a small
population of the infected areas:
only one out of every 100 infants
whose mother was infected while
pregnant is born with microcephaly. Despite the seemingly slim
chance of contracting the disease,
there are thousands of cases in
South American countries, including Brazil, Colombia and Venezuela.
In order to confirm that a link
exists between the spread of the
Zika virus and brain deterioration,
scientists exposed three types of

slow to raise a shield can be the difference between life and death in
this game. Messing up can often be
frustrating, but the satisfaction one
feels after clearing the area they
have been stuck on is immensely
rewarding.
Dark Souls III rides the fine line
between being unfair and challenging. With just a little bit of patience and a willingness to learn
the game, there is no challenge that
is impossible.
Players are able to build their
characters in a variety of different

Butter not as detrimental
to health as first thought
BY BIANCA MONTEIRO
STAFF WRITER
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The U.S. government has allocated $79 million to combat the virus nationwide.
human cells to the Zika virus in vitro.
The first cells, which were human neural progenitor cells, contributed heavily to the development of the cerebral cortex of the
brain. In order to set up the study,
researchers tried to implant the
cells with a weakened form of the
Zika virus in order to see if it would
act as an antibody and fight the
virus upon entrance. A combined
total of 90 percent of the progenitor cells became infected but only
about a third of these actually died.
The other two cells, stem cells
and neurons, were relatively unharmed. Results showed that the
cells could not activate the implanted antibodies to fight off the
virus, an outcome that scientists
did not anticipate.
The effects of the Zika virus are
increasingly widespread, despite
the fact that they have been proven to be relatively mild. So far, 33
countries have been exposed to the
virus. Among them, Brazil seems
to be the one that has been hit the
hardest, boasting nearly 600 cases
of infants who have contracted irreversible brain defects since October 2015. Due to the widespread
outbreak, Latin American countries have begun to take precautions against the Zika virus with
some countries urging its citizens

to not become pregnant for years
into the future.
There are still unconfirmed
studies that are being done to trace
the Zika virus to a rare syndrome
called Guillain-Barre, which leads
to total paralysis of the nervous system.
Previously, the only certain way
that the virus could be contracted
was through the bite of a species
of mosquito that had been infected. This kind of contact affected
mainly infants who were infected
by pregnant mothers. However, as
studies on the Zika virus continue
to progress, preliminary research
shows that the Zika virus can also
be contracted through means of
sexual contact.
Several cases have been reported in which the Zika virus has been
contracted by sexual partners.
Partners who reported they had sex
either vaginally or anally have been
exposed to the virus. This indicates
that the Zika virus is more susceptible to wider audiences and not just
limited to one particular group of
people—that is, pregnant women
and their unborn babies.
Currently, there are about 700
cases of the Zika virus present in
the United States and its territories,
over half of which are in Puerto
Rico. The U.S. government allocated $79 million to combat the virus.

ways, to the point where finding
two similar characters is often rare.
There is a variety of weapons to
choose from, ranging from: swords,
axes, daggers and spears, among
other choices. Players also have
complete control of how their character grows and specializes.
Multiplayer works better than
ever in Dark Souls III. Whether
someone wishes to aid their friends
in a challenging area or just attack
another player, there is little wait
time or obstruction in between
them.
The appeal of games like the
Dark Souls series may, at times, be
hard to grasp. After all, why would
anyone wish to subject themselves
to constant wasted time, hopelessness and frustration?
The Dark Souls series offers
something that has become almost like a niche in today’s video
game industry. Easy and mundane
games that one pays $60 for are
picked up, beaten and forgotten.
Whether they like it or not, Dark
Souls III is an experience that people remember. It is unique in that it
almost encourages suffering of the
player.
There is no hand-holding and
very little forgiveness for mistakes.
Nothing about the series, from the
storyline to the music to the environment is optimistic; all that
awaits the player is suffering.
Yet, it is still a unique and amazing experience that can rarely be
found in contemporary games.
Those picking up the game can be
sure they are in for the ride of their
lives, which, in Dark Souls III, will
not be for very long.

Replacing butter with vegetable oils does not decrease risk for
heart disease, a new study reports.
For years, vegetable oils have
been recommended as a hearthealthy alternative to butter and
other saturated fats. Lowering the
overall cholesterol was thought to
be an important element in the
fight against heart attacks and
heart-related diseases. In 2010,
The American Heart Association
sponsored a diet with saturated
fats that made up 10 percent of
consumed calories, though even
these estimates were thought to be
too lenient and the AHA encouraged the standard to be lowered to
7 percent.
The war on butter first appeared in the 1960s, when studies
were able to identify the connection between vegetable oils and
lowered blood clot levels, inducing
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol levels. These studies, however,
ultimately proved inconclusive in
the larger context of heart health,
as they simply equated the trend
between lowered cholesterol and
lowered risk for a heart attack.
The Minnesota Coronary Survey, originally conducted between 1968 and 1973, deduced
that while these oils lowered
the levels of total serum cholesterol, it actually increased
the likelihood of a heart attack.
The experiment was conducted via
a randomized clinical trial among
4,393 men and 4,664 women, all
of whom were either institutionalized in mental hospitals or nursing homes. Of all the study’s participants, 1,568 were split into two
groups that were fed a controlled
diet for over two years which fea-

tured varying levels of saturated,
polyunsaturated and monounsaturated fats. By the end of the
experiment, researchers were unable to identify any significant cardiovascular differences between
the control and test groups. These
findings were among the first to
invalidate vegetable oil’s legitimacy and liken its risks to its saturated fatty counterpart.
The re-evaluation of the Minnesota Coronary Survey was conducted by Christopher Ramsden
and a team of other researchers at
the University of North Carolina.
After examining and contextualizing the data, Ramsden’s team
was able to confirm the survey’s
accuracy and conclude that for every 30 mg/dL drop in cholesterol,
there was a 22 percent increase in
the risk of a heart-related death.
The impications of these studies force medical professionals
to reconsider the bar for healthy
cholesterol levels, as well as their
ties to cardiovascular diseases. In
a study headed by Gregg C. Fonarow, Ph.D., 136,905 hospital patients were examined during their
hospitalization for coronary artery
disease.
After assessing their cholesterol levels, the researchers examined that while 54 percent of
patients had less than 40 mg/dL, a
huge risk factor for CAD, only less
than half of the remaining patients
had LDL levels that were less than
100 mg/dL, which is a level considered “optimal.”
Although butter has built up a
worse reputation than it should
have, it is still sidelined in the
search for heartier fats. Those
looking to lower their risk for cardiovascular disease are recommended to turn to omega-3 fatty
acids.
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Study proves absence of disadvantages in same-sex parenting
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

New evidence suggests that
children raised by same-sex female
couples in stable households show
no difference in emotional development when compared to those
raised by different-sex parents in
stable households.
Published in the Journal of Developmental & Behavioral Pediatrics, researchers sought to discern
whether the contention surrounding same-sex parenting was valid,
testing to see if same-sex couples
parenting a child truly has an impact on the child’s future progress
and emotional wellbeing.
“As the number of children
growing up in same-sex parent
households increases, there remains ongoing debate about the
impact of varied family forms on
children’s well-being,” the study
said.
Researchers compared 95 female same-sex couples with 95 different-sex couples, choosing them
from a large national study, the
National Survey of Child Health,
and matching their households
together based upon parent and
child characteristics. Male samesex couples were not included in
the study due to the small number
of households that met study criteria.
The study’s criteria outlined
that households should have no
prior history of familial instability
or transitions. Households were
also limited to those that had parents who raised their children
since birth, excluding parents that
had adopted their children, were
divorced or were separated.
The results showed that there
were no differences between the
relationships of the same-sex and
different-sex spouses, nor was
there any difference between the

relationships each group had to
their respective children. While a
higher amount of parenting-related stress was accounted for among
same-sex parents, the emotional
and general health of their children proved no different from that
of different-sex parents’ children.
“Our study of households with
no divorces or other family transitions finds that spouse-partner
and parent-child relationships
are similar regardless of family
structure,” said lead researchers
Henry Bos, Ph.D., and Nanette
Gartrell, Ph.D. “These strong relationships are important contributors to good child outcomes—not
whether the parents are same-sex
or different-sex.”
These findings echo the sentiments of other similar studies
done on same-sex versus different-sex parenting. After the 2015
Supreme Court verdict to legalize
gay marriage, a highly polarized
debate over same-sex parenting
has only expanded. While previous
studies would use data gathered
from fertility clinic recruitment or
“convenience samples” — test subjects who were easy to reach and
study—this study had the benefit
of drawing subjects from a population based survey on children’s
health approved by the National
Center for Health Statistics of the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. In this way, the study
added to its own credibility.
“This […] study makes a unique
contribution to the literature
through a comparison of family
relationships, parenting stress, and
children’s general health, emotional difficulties, coping behavior,
and learning …these findings are
relevant to clinicians, public policy
analysts, litigators, and legislators
who are consulted on matters pertaining to same-sex parent families,” explained the study’s conclu-
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Children raised by same-sex parents have been proven to have no diﬀerence to children raised by diﬀerent-sex parents.
sion.
Bos and his colleagues made
a point of calling attention to the
higher amounts of stress same-sex
parents reported experiencing, despite the similar outcomes of their
children as compared to differentsex parents. This stress, the researchers said, may be due to the
stigmatization same-sex parents
often experience, whether it relates
to the discourse surrounding their
very existence or the homophobia
they may experience in their communities.
According to the U.S. National Longitudinal Lesbian Family Study, 41 percent of adolescent
children of lesbian mothers described instances of stigmatization
related to their mothers’ sexual
orientation. Though many of the
children who had close maternal
relationships reported a resilience
to this stigma, lesbian mothers
have been shown to have con-

cerns about raising their children
in a homophobic society and “feel
more pressure to justify the quality of their parenting than their
heterosexual counterparts,” as the
study reports.
As the National Survey of Children’s Health does not broach the
topic of LGBTQ stigmatization,
the research team suggested that
a deeper inspection on this parenting stress is warranted. Though
lesbian mothers often gain support
from parenting groups and counseling services, greater resources
may be spent researching this
stress and finding ways to reduce
it. The researchers noted that the
“cultural spotlight” placed upon
same-sex parents may be a possible stressor that should be addressed.
The idea that the conversation
needs to move away from validity
of same-sex parenting and toward
helping the active practice of it is

one many scholars share. Nathaniel Frank, Ph.D., the director of the
What We Know Project at Columbia Law School, believes that studies such as this demonstrate the
increasing need to “move beyond
anti-LGBT politics,” and into supporting the wellbeing of an underserved LGBTQ community.
“The study corroborates the ‘no
differences’ conclusions that have
been reached by at least 73 other
scholarly studies,” wrote Frank.
While this study comes as the
latest in a long line of proof of
same-sex parents’ capability to
raise happy and healthy children,
the impact this research will have
on the ongoing debate remains to
be seen. Though this study differentiated itself with its fine-tuned
research protocols, whether public
discourse will shift in favor of addressing the needs of the same-sex
parenting community is something
that will surely take time.

Older mothers found to produce healthier, more successful children
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

For decades, research has suggested a negative correlation between the age of a mother at conception and the overall success of
her child.
Prior studies have indicated that
childbearing at older ages may increase the risk for defective pregnancy outcomes such as Down
syndrome, hypertension, the development of Alzheimer’s disease
and diabetes later on in the child’s
life. However, new research suggests that the benefits of having a
child later in life outweigh the possible downsides.
A recent study published in
Population and Development Review cites the fact that steadily improving public health and social
conditions have created a prime
environment for late pregnancies.
A research duo made up of Mikko Myrskyla, the director of the Max
Planck Institute for Demographic
Research, and his colleague Kieron Barclay at the London School
of Economics analyzed data from
over 1.5 million Swedish men and
women born between 1960 and
1991 to examine the relationship
between maternal age at the time
of birth, height, physical fitness,
grades in high school and educational attainment of the children.
“The benefits associated with
being born in a later year outweigh
the individual risk factors arising
from being born to an older mother,” explained Myrskyla. “We need
to develop a different perspective
on advanced maternal age. Expectant parents are typically well aware
of the risks associated with late
pregnancy, but they are less aware
of the positive effects.”
Perhaps the most crucial aspect
of Myrskyla and Barclay’s analysis
is the acknowledgement that pre-
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The beneﬁts of beginning motherhood at an older age outweigh the risks, with children becoming more successful in the future.
vious research on the relationship
between maternal age and a child’s
future outcomes has ignored the
importance of macro-level socioenvironmental changes over the
time a child is growing up. For example, something as minor as a 10year difference in maternal age will
result in introducing a child into a
world of changed social and environmental conditions.
The new study went on to show
that women who conceive children
later in life give birth to children
who were taller, achieved better
grades in high school and were
more likely to attend college. These
advantages were suggested to outweigh the risks of delayed childbearing, which are mostly the fault

of the aging female reproductive
system.
Physical fitness and height act
as reliable predictors for overall
health, and post-secondary school
education is a key determinant of
occupational achievement and lifetime opportunities.
The effect of late childbearing
was also discerned from analyzing
children born of the same mother
but years apart. The study claims
that, on average, the child born
when the mother was in her early
40s spends more than an extra year
in the educational system than his
or her sibling born when the mother was in her early 20s.
“By comparing siblings who
grew up in the same family it was

possible for us to pinpoint the importance of maternal age at the
time of birth independent of the influence of other factors that might
bias the results,” explained Barclay, who also noted that siblings
share 50 percent of one another’s
genes and also grow up in the same
household environment with the
same parents.
The findings of this newest study
were preceded by a related study
that was co-authored by Myrskyla
in June 2015.
Entitled Happiness: before and
after the kids, the study analyzed
survey respondents before the
birth of their first child and for a
long period thereafter. Ultimately,
it was determined that the satis-

faction level of parents generally
begins to rise one year before the
birth of their child, remains high
throughout the year the child was
born and then quickly returns to
the same levels that were reported
three to five years prior.
It is important to note that this
satisfaction level was also positively correlated with the health,
income, employment status and
education level of the parent. Due
to sex-specific differences, such as
differences in child care involvement and hormonal adjustments,
the satisfaction levels of women
tend to rise more than those of men
before and immediately after the
birth.
Then, one year after the birth,
the tendency to return to the previous level of satisfaction is more
pronounced among fathers than
among mothers.
Similar to the more recent
study, age was a determining factor
in the study.
Parents between the ages of 18
and 22 reported a level of satisfaction that falls even before the birth
of the child and does not rise above
the base level in the year after the
birth.
Within the 23- to 34-year-old
age bracket, parent satisfaction increases before and during the year
of the birth, but then very quickly
declines to the previous or an even
lower level than before. Concurrent with the first study, satisfaction among parents over the age of
34 rises before and during the year
of the birth and then falls, albeit
slightly. Overall, however, the level
of satisfaction among parents over
the age of 34 is consistently above
the base level.
Perhaps the most striking conclusion to draw from the two studies is that bearing children in older
age certainly has its benefits in the
modern day.
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Sports
Women’s tennis drops first match

Baruch beats CCNY 11-1

BY PAUL JOH

BY OMER SEMAN

SPORTS EDITOR

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

After capping off an undefeated
season with the program’s fifth CUNYAC championship title last October, the Baruch College women’s
tennis team returned to action on
Tuesday, April 12 against Mount
Saint Mary College in Newburgh,
New York. Despite the six-month
hiatus, the team did not show any
rust, resuming their quest to the
NCAA tournament with a convincing 7-2 victory.
The Bearcats stayed on the
road for their next match against a
tougher opponent in Farmingdale
State College. The visiting Bearcats
opened the match by losing two of
the three doubles matches, including one by default. In singles play,
the Rams won four of the six singles matches en route to their 6-3
victory, ending Baruch’s 14-game
winning streak in the process; Baruch’s last lost dates back to Oct.
26, 2014, when the team played
Hunter College in the semifinals of
the CUNYAC tournament.
While the first loss of this season was certainly a stinger, it also
gave the Bearcats a glimpse of the
kind of competition they will have
to prepare for in order to be ready
for the NCAA tournament later
this May. In their contest against
MSMC, the Bearcats trampled
the home team with total dominance. In first doubles, Captain Allie Jackson-Hing and Isabel Arias
dispatched the Knights, 8-1, to
take the early lead. Despite it being the first time the two played
together as a pair, the tandem

It has been an up-and-down
season for Baruch College’s baseball team. Their batters would
light up the scoreboard one game
but struggle to cross home plate
the next. Likewise, their pitchers
would throw quality starts one
outing just to see their ERA inflate next time on the mound. The
month of April saw this trend continue as the Bearcats split a doubleheader versus John Jay College,
5-4 and 0-9, followed by a 1-16 defeat to Farmingdale State College.
Facing CUNYAC rivals CCNY in
New Rochelle on April 9 and 17,
Baruch hoped to build momentum as the conference tournament
quickly approaches.
Inclement weather could not
cool off the Bearcats in a 9-5 victory. Jasdeep Buttar got the ball
rolling with a double to center
field in the third inning, driving
in Michael McGroarty from first
base. Lead-off hitter Luca Altamirano singled to right field next inning for a 2-0 advantage.
Bearcats starting pitcher Matthew Fazio lost command of his
pitches in the bottom half of the
inning as two singles, three walked
batters and one hit-by-pitch gave
the Beavers a 3-2 lead. The sophomore buckled down and fired
darts to whiff the next two batters
to minimize the damage. Baruch
took control of the back-and-forth
affair with a five-run sixth inning.
RBI doubles from Buttar and Dan
Daley and singles from Matthew
Ballone and Donovan Hunt com-

BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

In a tightly contested road match against Farmingdale State College, the Bearcats
saw their undefeated season streak come to an end in a 6-3 loss.
breezed through the competition
to pull off the easy victory. Hayley
Bester and Diana Fedorkova followed shortly thereafter, winning
with an equally impressive score of
8-1. Dzhessika Bishenkevich and
Brooke Severance finished off the
doubles sweep with an 8-4 win.
The Knights showed little improvement in singles play, barely escaping a shutout after notching two
victories. Severance was the only
Baruch player to force a third set in
singles after going 4-6, 6-4, against
Mallory Menneci in the first two.
After a heated back-and-forth exchange to begin the final set, the
faceoff came down to the wire with
Severance taking the first match
point opportunity. Menneci did
her best to stay in striking distance,
however, it was Severance who ultimately prevailed in the tiebreaker

with a score of 13-11.
Baruch’s matchup against
Farmingdale was undoubtedly
its toughest of the season. Having
only five players suit up for the
game, Baruch was forced to forfeit one singles and one doubles
match. Jackson-Hing teamed up
with Arias in first doubles to get
things rolling and took down the
Rams 8-4 to record the lone win
in doubles play. Later in the evening, the two also won their respective singles matches with
Jackson-Hing scoring 8-6 followed
by Arias at 8-3.
The Bearcats will make their
first appearance in the NCAA
tournament on Friday, May 13.
With plenty of depth behind them,
the young squad looks poised
for theirfirst crack at the national
level.

bined to seal the win. Fazio tallied
nine strikeouts with five walks, hits
and earned runs in five innings.
Left-hander Cameron Kitt dominated the Beavers in two innings
of relief, sitting six batters down
with strikeouts. With their eighth
win of the season in the books,
Baruch had to wait more than a
week to get their ninth, thanks to
a postponed game against Rutgers
University.
They faced a familiar foe in
City College and the results were
just as familiar. This time, the
Bearcats opened the floodgates
in the third inning. Edwin SaintHilaire smacked an opposite-field
double followed by an RBI single
by freshman Raymond Maurer.
They kept the lineup moving with
productive outs and some help
from the Beavers defense. Elmy
Antonio booted the ball twice in
the fourth inning, as Baruch put
the onus on City College to make
plays. Altamirano capped an 11-1
blowout with a RBI in the eighth
to bring his statline to four hits in
six at-bats with three runs scored
in the game. Cameron Kitt painted
the strike zone, limiting the Beavers to one run on four hits, four
walks and five strikeouts in seven
innings. Bogdan Leyton and Ryan
Smith threw scoreless innings to
close out the team’s second win in
as many games.
Baruch is second in the conference with five games scheduled
over spring break. The Bearcats
finished second in the past three
conference tournaments, but they
have the talent and fortitude to recapture the title they won in 2012.

Barca breaks 39-game winning streak
BY MOUSTAFA ISMAIL
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Coming off the largest unbeaten streak in Spanish soccer
history, Barcelona, the FIFA fairytale story, has descended into
troubled waters.
The club’s 39 straight games
with either a win or a draw far surpassed the previous record set by
rivals Real Madrid back in 198889. The last time Barca had lost a
match was back in October 2015,
in a petty 2-1 decision against
Sevilla. Nonetheless, the sun was
shining bright on soccer’s version
of the big three: Lionel Messi, Luis
Suarez and Neymar da Silva Santos Junior. All were heralded for
essentially rewriting the record
books of Spanish football.
The feat came to an end on
April 2, when the 2016 edition of
the storied El Clasico ended in
the Madridistas’ favor. Fans were
upset at the loss, which not only
ended the unbeaten streak, but
also left them out of the UEFA
Champions League title race.
However, longstanding success
had put the team so far ahead in
La Liga standings, the thought of
being guaranteed the Spanish cup
was enough to sedate critics.
Fast forward three weeks and
Barcelona has since lost another
three matches, all of them La Liga
games. After their loss to Real Madrid, the team suffered losses to
Real Sociedad, Atletico Madrid
and Valencia in an embarrassing
fashion. In true soccer culture,
Barcelona faithfully employed
their short-term memory, forgetting all about the unbeaten streak
and instead mercilessly ridiculing
the team.
Many were especially critical of
the defense, which seemed to disintegrate during crucial moments
late in the game. Undoubtedly,
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Barcelona lost four of their last ﬁve games in embarrasing fashion. The defense has
been especially weak, although Neymar was also critized for recent performances.
there is some truth behind such
critiques. Following a spectacular header by Barcelona’s Gerard
Pique during the 56th minute
against Real Madrid, a high-octane offensive charge led by superstar Cristiano Ronaldo and Gareth Bale ultimately neutralized
the score. For the remainder of
the match, Madrid toyed with the
defense with two goals to show for
a bevy of shots on target.
While Barcelona’s offense as a
whole seemed lackadaisical, carelessly sailing shots wide of the net,
no one has felt the brunt of scrutiny more than left-wing forward
Neymar. As teams continuously
made extra efforts to offset the
pure talent of Messi and Suarez,
the ball fell at the feet of Neymar, and the Brazilian national
came up short on every attempt.
Neymar has yet to score in April,
leaving extra pressure for the offense to pick up the slack. Even
more disheartening, Neymar’s
poor performance has once again
brought to center stage rumors of
the player being sold to another
club. Neymar has stayed firm in
his intention to remain with Bar-

celona, and team management
continues to reiterate that he will
not be sold; however, a recent poll
by Diario Sport suggests that fans
would like to see Neymar part
ways with the team.
In general, losing four games in
the world of soccer is certainly not
the end of the world—indeed Barcelona is still atop La Liga, albeit
by a very slim margin—however,
when losing pertains to such a
storied and historically successful
football club like Barcelona, it certainly merits significant attention.
Perhaps if the team can fend off
Real Madrid and Atletico Madrid
for the remainder of the season,
fans would look back and downplay the team’s brief slump. In
order for that to happen, the team
will have to reboot its defense and
maintain it for a full 90 minutes;
subsequently, the offense will
fall in suit. Barcelona’s upcoming
matches against Deportivo de La
Coruna and Sporting de Gijon are
heavily in the team’s favor. However it has yet to be seen if the
added pressure and slim margin
for error will affect Barcelona’s
overall performance.
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Warriors rewrite history books with 73-win regular season record

MICHAEL FRIEDLICH

About a week before the Golden
State Warriors’ last game of the
season, the team blew a 17-point
lead against the Minnesota Timberwolves in a 124-117 overtime
loss. With 69 wins under their belts,
the Warriors had only four games
remaining to eclipse the Michael
Jordan-led Chicago Bulls’ record
of 72 wins set in the 1995-96 season. Two of those four games were
played against the San Antonio
Spurs, the second-best team in the
NBA behind the Warriors.
Because one of those games
was in San Antonio, where the
Spurs had not lost all season, and
the Warriors had not won since
1997, many thought that the Warriors would not be able to break the
Bulls’ record. The Warriors proved
them wrong by winning all four of
their remaining games, beating
the Spurs twice and simultaneously handing them their first loss
at home.
In their season finale, the Warriors trounced the Memphis Grizzlies with a final score of 125-104.
The game was more of a celebration of the Warriors’ great season
than a competition between the
two teams. Stephen Curry, the
Warriors’ star point guard, made
10 three-pointers to reach an astounding 402 season total, crushing the record he set last season at

286 three-pointers in a single season. Curry finished with 46 points,
making 15-of-24 shots from the
field, while sitting out the entire
fourth quarter.
Curry has played at a much
higher level than any other player
the past two seasons. Curry makes
the Warriors, or even just basketball, more exciting to watch, and
whether one is a fan of the Warriors
or not, they are much more exciting
to watch than any other team. He
is a human highlight reel, whether
he is pulling off acrobatic layups
or making a succession of threepointers. Sometimes he heaves the
ball from way behind the threepoint line, in no position to shoot,
with time on the shot clock, and it
makes one wonder what he is doing. Somehow these ill-advised
shots swish through the net, and he
does it often.
Although he played in the
fourth quarter in just 60 of his 79
games, Curry still led the league in
points per game, total field goals,
three-pointers and steals. Because
of his unprecedented success,
which helped lead the Warriors win
more games than any other team
before, he will without a doubt receive a second, consecutive Most
Valuable Player award. The only
question is whether he will win
it unanimously, which has never
happened before.
Steve Kerr played on the Bulls’
team that set the previous record
for most wins in a season, rewriting
that mark once again—this time as
head coach of the Warriors. Kerr
was more interested in winning another championship and wanted to
focus on resting players so that they
would be fresh and at their best for
the playoffs.
A few sloppy losses, like the one
to the Timberwolves, made him
wonder if the team was starting to
tire. However, after being pressured
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Despite already having an unbelievable season, Curry ﬁnished with 402 total three-pointers to break his previous record of 286.
by the players to continue playing for the record, Kerr honored
the request by playing his starters
throughout the game. Given that
the opportunity does not come
around very often, the players
hoped to take advantage of it while
they had the chance.
The Warriors were so outstanding this season that they put their
mark on the record books beyond
just their total win tally. They were
the first team to start off a season
by winning 24 games in a row,
which is amazing considering that
there were four teams that did
not even win 24 games over the entire season.

Additionally, the Warriors were
the first to win 34 games on the
road, to never lose consecutive
games, and to never lose to the
same team twice. Given the talent
and cohesion required for a team to
match these feats, it seems very unlikely that we will see the Warriors’
records broken any time soon.
Although the record is an amazing achievement for the Warriors,
it is nothing compared to the
importance of winning the championship. Their stiffest competition comes in the Spurs and the
Cleveland Cavaliers, and at their
best, the Oklahoma City Thunder
could also pose a threat. However,

the Warriors beat the Thunder and
the Cavaliers in every matchup and
beat the Spurs in three out of four
games.
If the Warriors win the championship, they could very easily be
in the conversation for the greatest
team of all time.
Even if they win the championship this season, the Warriors
would still probably have to win
one or two more championships
to be considered among the greatest franchises of all time—as they
have won six championships. With
a championship this year, this
could be the greatest single season
of all time.

Bryant drops 60 points in his final game to cap off historic 20-year run
BY EDWIN MOREL
NEWS EDITOR

Kobe Bryant marked the end
of his basketball career after a
60-point performance against the
Utah Jazz on April 13. A historic
night around the league—the
Warriors set the record for most
regular season wins—Bryant came
out scorching in the second half
of regulation to remind younger
fans how he earned the nickname
“Black Mamba.”
With 14.8 seconds left in regulation, Bryant brushes his hand off
his chest for the last time, drops
his shoulders for a breather and,
very much like the way he started
his career, drains the free throw—
Mamba out.
Those two free throws, of the
hundreds that define Bryant’s career, helped him seal his last game
against the Utah Jazz, after the
Lakers came back from a 15-point
deficit on Bryant’s 23-point fourth
quarter. In the last minute of regulation, after he came down the
court for a contested three, bringing the Lakers deficit to one, Bryant sliced through two defenders
for the go-ahead mid-range shot, a
staple move of his. For sports fans,
it meant more than a game-winning single from Derek Jeter.
Bryant should not have made it
to the 2015-16 season. Plagued by
injury in the seasons leading to his
finale, no fan will remember Kobe
for playing six games in the 201314 season. Instead, fans recall his
free throws against the Warriors in
the 2012-13 season, shooting with
a torn Achilles; but, those should
have been the last of his career,
not the ones that allowed him to
tally 59 and 60 against the Jazz. No
one would have been upset had
he hung his jersey after that injury; Kobe’s career at the point of
injury already included five rings,
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Bryant engineered a classic victory in the closing moments of his ﬁnal game as fans celebrated one of the best to play.
15 All-NBA teams and a Most Valuable Player award. Nonetheless, it
was his will to recover from that
injury, and especially his dedication to come back into the league
and still be a contributing force to
a team not bound for playoffs that
makes Kobe one of the greatest.
His performance, after father-time
and injuries made preparation
and practice more dutiful than the
love of the game, was magical. Bryant has earned his spot among the
greatest, if not as the greatest, for
his undying work ethic and outlandish character, which shaped
the handful of 50-point performances and 15-minute, fan-made
videos dedicated to Bryant’s career
game-winning shots.
Bryant’s game was so pleasing to watch because his craft was

mostly technique, powered by his
athleticism and strength. Fans will
remember the back-to-the-basket
footwork and the spacing he created with his hips followed by a
pump fake or jump shot. With his
success, many compare his legacy
to that of Michael Jordan. Indeed,
they analyze and attack every situation with the same tenacity, and
Bryant does mimic Jordan with
similar style, from the up-and-under layups to the tongue, but their
games must be respected on the
same level of greatness.
Selected 13th overall in the
1996 NBA draft, Bryant watched
his hometown team choose Allen
Iverson first in the draft. He was
traded by the Hornets to the Lakers
on draft night, heightening both
the expectation and the pressure

to perform in the spotlight. He
started his career in the era of Jordan and competed in the prime of
Tracy McGrady, Steve Nash, Dirk
Nowitzki and Tim Duncan—tremendous competition in the Western Conference that propelled
some of the greatest rivalries in the
history of the NBA. Jordan played
in the shadows of Magic Johnson
and Larry Bird, but Bryant had to
separate his game from Jordan and
Shaquille O’Neal, who were both
freaks of nature who could dominate the game unlike anyone else.
Whereas Jordan always had
Scottie Pippen, Bryant managed
to get two rings without superstar
Shaq, winning with a cast of solid
role players. He never switched
teams, despite outwardly demanding trades, and capped the

2000s by reviving the rivalry between Boston and Los Angeles,
outdueling the first trending big
three—Paul Pierce, Ray Allen and
Kevin Garnett—in the 2010 finals
matchup that saw Bryant take his
second consecutive finals MVP.
Championship rings certainly
reveal a lot about a player’s motivation and a team’s success, but it
does not define a legacy. A 5-2 record in the Finals is not a Jordanesque 6-0, but it reflects the greatness demanded from Bryant. He’s
managed to score more career
points and game-high points than
Jordan, and he battled in a Western Conference that was as brutally imposing as the ’90s Eastern
Conference. He battled through legal issues, which saw his endorsements vaporize, chemistry issues
with his teammates, and still he
managed to make it to the Finals.
Perhaps the most heartwarming moment of Bryant’s last game
was the hug he received from the
Lakers prospects during a timeout.
Despite the critique that has followed the organization throughout the season, the young crop
of talent will succeed Bryant and
carry the franchise to a great level
again. D’Angelo Russell, Jordan
Clarkson and Julius Randle embraced Bryant, who on the rare occasion, smiled.
With playoff competition and
the offseason speculation around
the NBA, it is often overlooked
how much time and dedication
is required to be able to compete
in the league. Bryant expected
nothing short of victory when he
stepped on the court, challenging
his teammates to bring their best
efforts and daring his opponents
to beat him. Even in the last game,
with no games scheduled in May
for the Lakers, Bryant came out
and did what he has done for 20
years: dominate.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: CHILDREN’S
STORIES

APRIL/MAY 2016

ACROSS
1. Model material
6. Kind of story
9. Ginger-ﬂavored cookie
13. *Severus Snape, ____
provocateur
14. Romanian money
15. Upholstery choice
16. Give sheep a haircut
17. Bruin legend Bobby ___
18. Unlawful ﬁring
19. *11-year-old spy
21. *Velveteen creature
23. Common inquiries
24. *Master gave it to Harry
Potter’s Dobby
25. Home of “Today”
show
28. One of deadly sins
30. Dogma
34. Spanish earthen pot
36. Prayer leader in a
mosque
38. Jet setter’s ride
40. “____, Born is the King
of Israel!”
41. *Rabbit’s ﬁrst name
43. Talk like a drunk
44. Inundated
46. “The Way We ____”
47. Exhibiting good health

MON

25 SPRING RECESS
TUES

26 SPRING RECESS
WED

27 SPRING RECESS
THURS

28 SPRING RECESS
FRI

48. Holy water holder
50. TV classic “____ Make
a Deal”
52. Jordan Spieth’s helper
53. Roentgen’s machine
55. Gear tooth
57. *Green ____ of Avonlea
60. *Norton Justerís “The
____ Tollbooth”
64. Shrewdness
65. Tint
67. “Door,” ‡ Paris
68. Orderly arrangement
69. Young newt
70. Gives oﬀ
71. Word on a door
72. Numbers, abbr.
73. Audition tapes
DOWN
1. Loud get-together
2. Turkish honoriﬁc
3. Suggestive look
4. Eat when very hungry
5. Relating to a heart
chamber
6. Vegas bandit
7. Over, in poems
8. Donkey in Latin America
9. Acid gritty-textured fruit
10. Not ﬁnal
11. Sir Mix-____-____
12. *Charlie Brown’s friend,

Pig____
15. Cursor-moving button
20. Provide with gear
22. Part of a play
24. Formal and imposing
25. *This Strega was a ____
26. What chinook does
27. Sole traction aid
29. Old World duck
31. *Ogden ____ of ìThe
Tale of Custard the Dragonî
fame
32. Audienceís approval
33. Car rack manufacturer
35. “The Sun ____ Rises”
37. BÈbÈ’s mother
39. *Shel Silverstein’s
generous plant
42. Throw up
45. “Brave New Worldî author
49. “Before” preﬁx
51. Like lathered hands
54. Anemic-looking
56. *Earthman in ìThe
Chronicles of Narniaî
57. Buddhist teacher
58. What snob puts on
59. Ho-hum
60. *Winn-Dixie and Ribsy,
e.g.
61. Barbershop request
62. *Anne Frankís father
63. ____ hall
64. Between generations
66. Flying saucer acronym
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29 SPRING RECESS

CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

ISSUE 9

SAT

30 SPRING RECESS
SUN

1 CLASSES RESUME
*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK

FUN FACT

CHECK OUT THIS WEEK’S WORDS OF WISDOM FROM PEERS FOR CAREERS, AMBASSADORS OF SCDC

Did you know that May 6 is our Undergraduate Spring

When maneuvering a career fair, make sure you come prepared with at least 10 copies of your
resume on weighted and textured paper. Also have your personal pitch of about a minute and a
half ready to stand out from the rest!

Career Day for internships, part-time and full-time
opportunities? Visit STARR during Resume Rush on May 2 to
polish your resume!

--MICHELLE SHEU
PEER FOR CAREER

SAVE THE DATE

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

EVENTS

DIANE VON FURSTENBURG STUDIO

Mandatory On Campus Recruiting Workshop
Tuesday, April 26th, 5:00 pm-6:30pm, VC 2-190

The studio is seeking an IT Help Desk summer intern

Attend this workshop to qualify for our on-campus recruiting
program.

Resume Workshop
Monday, May 2nd, 3:00pm-4:30 pm, VC 2-190

Come and learn how to write a marketable and professional
resume at this session.

Resume Rush
Tuesday, May 3rd, 12:30pm-4:30pm, VC 2-150

Walk-in hours at STARR for last-minute resume revision. Get it
polished before the career fair!

Undergraduate Spring Career Day
Friday, May 6th, 12:00pm-4:00pm, NVC Gym

Various employers will be in attendance to recruit Baruch
undergraduates.

Diane Von Furstenburg Studio is looking for a Summer
2016 IT Help Desk Intern.
Responsibilities include assistance with troubleshooting
and closing level 1 trouble tickets and desktop support issues
via the phone and through
email, basic hardware repair
and maintenance for local ofﬁce and satellite oﬃces, documenting and reporting issues,
assistance and troubleshooting
enterprise mobile devices, imaging of laptops and desktops
for use in local oﬃce and shipping them to remote oﬃces,

assistance with network server
projects as needed.
Responsibilies also include
organizing the IT work areas
and perform inventory of companies hardware, assisting with
fulﬁlling service requests ranging for staﬀ moves, software
installation, changing printer
toner and imaging desktops/
laptops, and assistance with
help desk staﬀ as needed.
Requirements include actively pursuing a B.S. Major in
Computer Science, Management Information Systems,
computer Information Systems,

or Computer Engineering, a
3.0 GPA, capable of self-management, general knowledge
of computer desktop support on Windows 7, Mac OSX;
(Server 2003/2008), experience with the Microsoft Oﬃce
2007/2010/365 Suite, good
customer service/communication skills, and the ability to lift
60 lbs.
This is a paid internship
open to CIS and related majors; for more information, visit
STARR Search with ID 87588.

